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m m s x m r
&ayoi tad Eason (J, .Cfceau Soe,» 1952, 4664} p 
attempt lag to prepare the sulpMone from j>«bolyl 
trimethoxydiphenylmethyl sulphide by oxidation with 
peracetic:acid, obtained instead the unexpected 
£; 6~dlaa tboxy~r; 4~b snao^uinoas,.
'fhls apparently anomalous reaction stimulated ' 
this r©soareh into the behaviour of other aromatic 
compounds when acted' 'upon by peracetic acid s a 
number of compounds, the majority being phenolic . 
ethers,-hay© been studied In this respect*'
la some cases, no reaction was observed* in 
others, the compound underwent riag*oleayeg@ and 
produced a .complex mixture of'aliphatic residues; 
in many cases, however, the aromatic ring survived 
in the ^uinonoid form, @*g.,
. MeC
The likely reaction mechanisms involvea in 
this type of oxidation are discussed,
The work', described In this thesis 
was carried out under the direction of 
Br*- y# Kenyon, to-whom the author
wishes to express :thanks for his kindly 
' encouragement 'and help* -' Eis-thanks are 
also duo to the Head of the Ohemistry ■, 
Department f, ■ Dr *; ]p»E* Goss f for. -his' general 
interest, and. to Dr* A*G# Davies, for his 
most helpful suggest ions * He . also. wishes 
'to:express his:gratitude to the British - 
Oxygen Company for generously allowing him 
to carry out much of the experimental work 
at their Research Centre at Morden.
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OTaOOTOTICN
Sxteiisive work, carried out during th$ past 
fifty years on th© chemistry of the orga&i© paroxy- 
aaids aCO^H, lias shown these compounds to he very' 
convenient oxidising agents sines they may’ ho used • - 
in solution under mild conditions and frequently 
give' a. minimum amount'of byproducts. ' lurtharmor©, 
the resby formation.of peroxyaeids from osrboxylic 
acids and; hydrogen, paroxide-enables the reagent to 
be;prepared in situ from readily available materials, 
and, in _ the ■ease of' peroxyacetle ..acid, ; the .-.reaction 
may .be. carried out in a wide range of solvent media.
Organic' jrsroxyaoids ♦
Ihe most’ coimiioaly used of the organic per acids 
has been peracetic acid. In early work this was" 
used in dilute aqueous solution,’prepared by the 
hydrolysis of benzoyl’acetyl’peroxide,- (Clover and ' 
Houghton, iUB-er« Cham, y,t 1904, 52,: 43) but later 
H ’Ans and.-. F r l ederich(Bor,, 1910, 43,. laao). obtained 
concentrated solutions of the peracid by'the inter­
action of - hydrogen peroxide (90$ ) with acetic acid, 
acetyl chloride or acetic anhydride. Subsequent . 
techniques have used the acid or anhydride, since 
the acid chloride may give rise to acetyl' peroxide.., ■
Au e am lii^ l scalar solution of Beetle acid and 
hydrogen peroxide (98$) to which sulphuric sola 
{IS) lias bean added, reaches equilibrium after 
IE - 16 hours'at room temperature and than contains - 
50, of-the para©14 (B*Aas and'frsy* Bar,, 19ia?.45* ■
1845) * ; ■ S ’Ans -and Fray allowed that ■ the purs acid■, 
could< b© obtained. from this mixture by ..fractional 
distillation followed by fractional free sing* ;.”
• Furs peracetic acid. is a colourless.liquid, 
d ^  » l*E£6t m.p* 0-.l°S| b.p..lG5°C (Arbusow, X, Ira lit 
Okeia,, 1931, .151, 35?). It is violently explosive
on heating, but whereas it Is rapidly decomposed to 
acetic acid and.oxygen by catalysts (manganese salts' 
and platinum black) and to hydrogen peroxide by- 
alkalis, concentrated solutions are relatively stable 
at room temperature, 90}# solutions being unaltered 
after over a month (Drtos and .Sheip, Ber«, 1915, 48, 1136)
T m  other homologous aliphatic'pcroxy&elds bar© 
been described up to perpalmiti© acid (Parker,.Eieciuti, 
0.gg and Sworn, J« Amer»' Cham, Soo♦, 1955,- 77, 4037;
ibia, 5537).
perorotoaic, partrichloroacetic, permoaochloro- 
acetic, and some dibasic saturated acids such a& 
parsuccinlo and psrglutar i© have also- been reported : 
(Sworn, 0h@m. £©v«, 1949, 45). All are prepared by
. S.; ,
the action of hydrogen'paroxide on-the acid, -acid 3- ’ - 
chloride or■anhydride * ' They are nor© stable than -
peracetic./acid but decompose .slowly.; at room temper 3ture. 
and more; rapidly * often'with violence - om heating*
Aromatic ' peroxyacids are: somewhat‘more -.'stable:' 
than - those in the aliphatic" ser ies while retaining 
their pov^rful oxidizing properties! 'monoperphthalio 
acid (Saeyer and Tilliger," Ber,s 1901* 34,... 762) .is 
a white, ' crystalline .Solid which softens at.llo°0.. ■' 
and is'converted into .phthallc‘acid;with/evolution . 
of oxygen* • it.is soluble in water .{aqueous hydrolysis 
converts . it :into .hydaoG^a peroxide and phItalic acid) . 
and shows typical peracia -oxidizing properties, (idem. ' 
loo*. cit«) It is relatively stable - more ®o than 
perbenzoic ..acid • (%*¥*)■ • and on keeping loses about/;:;
20$ of -its ■.active oxygen ;in 30 days at room temperature* 
Mparterephthalic acid : (idem, loo * olt *) and percinnamic 
acid;(Bodendorfi Ber*, 1953p 65B, 165}"have been prepared 
and ■'are'white crystalline solids similar in both their' 
physical and chemical (oxidizing) reactions to the 
other peroxyaromatio acids*' ; -
.The best known, and most widely used, of these 
acids is perbenzoic acid, which was originally prepared 
(Baeyer and Tilliger,'Be£,, 1900, 53* 858)' by treating 
benzoyl peroxide with - sodium ©thoxide 'in-©th©r-alcohol 
solution, followed by acidification, ■-later workers •
4. '
usad toluene as solvent {levy and jL&grave, Ball* soo« 
ehlm*, 1931,' 49,- 1765} and improved the yield to 9C%«
Kuch worh Mas been carried out' on the -preparation 
of this acid by the controlled oxidation of■ benzaldshyde 
by oxygen'(~Aern, ghemioil loviews* 1949, 4.5, IE} and .' 
has■= illustrated the sensitivity of this reaction to trace 
impurities* . . v;
■ .'Per be azoic acid is a .white crystalline solid, 
slightly soluble in water and.most.organic .solvents;. 
it has a,strong, unpleasant,odour, -similar, to that of 
hypochlorous acid* In common with.the other peraoids 
it;liberates iodine rapidly, from potassium iodide, 
decolourises-indigo and oxidises ferrous and manganese 
salts*
Oxidations by fteroxyaolds*. -
■ ./■ Peroxyaeids have been.used mainly as preparative.f 
.or .'analytical reagents for. oxidizing olefins toc^-glycols 
.(Prllesohajew, Bar**. 1909, 43,. 4811 et seq.) * - . JPerbeazoie 
acid has hmn the one most, frequently. used, although 
more-recently,/peracetic acid (Arbuzow and Kichailow,
1* Iralct. Ohem*, 1950, 137, 92) and latterly peroxy- 
trifluoroaoetic have been used*
fhe oxidation of organic sulphur compounds 
(Hinsberg,-. Bar *, :190S, 41,'-SS3S .et and nitrogen
compounds (B'Aas and loieip, Bor*, 1915, 48, 1135 et seq.)
■ r ■ *■ - . ' -■ 5. ..
with peracetic acid has he©a studied la some detail. :•
la all these oxidations the peroxyaeid. behaves 
as an eleotrophilio reagent which undergoes sacleophllio 
attach by the compound undergoing oxidation, i*e.f
r* 0 H a 0
A  / r  n A  +
a, ~ c • o - o+  — --> a - ’0 • o-+ h + 0 . - i
(Ovarberger and Cumins, J. Aimr* Chenu 3eo*, 1953, 75, 
4E50}, ,. Enaction is facilitated by electron attraction 
'by the acyl group* thus the peroxyaeida are more power­
ful oxidizing agents than hydrogen.peroxide or.alkyl' 
hydroperoxides, and psroxyfluoradatle acid;is more power­
ful than peroxyaeetlo' acid*
.The specific reaction rates for the reaction between 
peraoids and olefinic compounds have been studied, (Swern, 
J» Amsr* 0here, &oe«, 1947, 69, 1692}% it was shown that 
the marked differences between.these rates was compatible - 
with the above assumption that: the peroxide-oxygen in 
organic peraoids is eleetrophilic, providing allowance 
was made for the electron-releasing or attracting effects 
of groups attached to, or sear to, the double bond of 
the olefin*
The ffuolear Oxidation of Aromatic Compounds *
The study of the nuclear' oxidation, of aromatic 
compounds is not, as yet, vary extensive, T m  first
work in this field was-that of Henderson and Boyd .- 
C3V viaaau hog«« -liXO, -97*. 1659} who used hydrogen-.-■•;'■ 
peroxide (&C,v - ^perhydrol”) in acetic reid -solution* 
Various phenols were submitted to' the* aatioa of thin " ' 
aadt in general* gave mixt tires. of;further 
&ydroxylated■phenols.and'j^quiaonas (fable 1}* .In-
each ease whore a nuclear alkyl substituent was pro-sent 
tilts .survived oxidation* %h4 first step 'in iXiioh 
api^ared to involve hydro xyl&t ion* . •fee same authors 
also • showed that whereas henzene, toluene and 1:3 
4 ietbylbenzem m r o  not attacked by this reagent* 
naphthalene, ant ferae a stand 3&*nanth?ena yielded- 
fhthi-iic acid,aathPUipiinone’.and. pheimnthraquiimme ■ 
respectively *
"fable XV
Ox Xm. tlon of Bxanols with Kyirogaig re.roxl&e/(3CjS)
7.. -
Table 1 - Goatiriuei *
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>Me
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3
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GHMe
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. Bcese-kea and hngelhorts (Proe, Acad, Sol, Amsterdam,
1932, 55, 750; Ibid, 1351, 54; 1292 }f continued this': ' 
work and showed that phenol is converted into ais, 
els^Biieonio .'acid- in very, good'yield, together with son# . 
j>**he:azo‘iuinone ♦ .-Catechol also yielded muconic .acid, 
together with furtarle acid, whilst hydro^uinoae yielded 
$uinhydrone and fuiaaric acid* s .
lha results of Grundman and frischmana (Bar.,
1936,.-. S9B, 1755) are even more german© to the present 
.investigations 2:2f~&ihy&roxydiphenyl yielded two . 
products which were tentatively Identified as 
2{g-hy£roxyphe&yl}qutncne and o<* (hydroxyphenyl}. muconic 
lactone*
ft .
Cther workers .{BoeseJtea and Lmltt, Esc* fray* Claim,,
1933, 58, 1£5) showed that whereas 1:8-dihydroxy-* 
naphthalene is converted to tars by peracetic acid, its 
Mcnomethyl ether yields a mixture of 8~ms thoxy-l~naphtho** 
%uirione and a dehydration product of methoxy-5-csrboxy- 
allocinnamic acid* -
mlvidga, Lina teal and Sims (y. Glim u Soo., 1951,
* * aww»l'H'i"WJ«'»«ini ijmrwi - r-y—iiinTW nwonni
3386) demonstrated the use of peracetic acid (1S>) in 
aromatic nuclear cleavagej both jg-cresol and homocatecho? 
with, this reagent yielded 2-methyl cls~ trans-muconie 
acid. Coneentration of the mother-liquors of the 
•oxidizing solutions which yielded this product gave an
interesting lactone as byproduct; 'S^oarboxymetttyl*- -• 
2-ms thyl-l-butenolid e *
■ Other interesting advances in this field have 
been made by Friess (Friess, moloway, Morse and.. 
Ingersoll, 1* Auer, Chera* 3oc», 1952, 74, 1505) who 
used'perbenzoic acid in.chloroform solution but 
obtained results analogous to those in which peracetic 
acid has been used. In this woric,:which concerned 
methoxyphenyl ethers (fable 2), a.more quantitative 
approach was used than previously and some study was 
made of the kinetics of the reactions*
10..
’smiB *
Unclear '<m u t to n  of A vom tta Stkors with Perbenzoio
E t h e r 1’ Product
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+ 'small -yields'of oxalic 
'. .sold ...derivatives,.
fiie ooBoiusioas drawn..'fraxu these results .were, 
firstly* that tin#' order, of increasing reactivity,, towards .' 
peraoid wan .
:, 1 £ II j- IT ^T. < /{Table ?'),:’-:;
f u r t h e r with the exception of the unusual reactivity . 
of resoreinoldimethyl.ether.(IXl)f it appeared that 
an, increase In the number- of electron-supplying methoxy 
groups ;• on the benzene ring produces a corresponding • 
increase in sensitivity to.peracid attack: the;peroxyacid
thereforet"attacks the ring electropliilically -.of* 
olefins and sulphides* fhe kinetic studies (on V) 
showed that' two moles of ''peracid were consumed in the 
oxidation stage and .the following reaction scheme was 
proposed:"
CgHgCQgH
(fast)
+ C«EeCC*H
•h o *;®
Q
MeC
+ Q*E 0006 5
3
. . fries©work: also showed that the solvent'media' 
used in paracid oxidations affect the course of the 
reaction. Both aniaol© and veratrol©' consumed se*eral 
moles of peraoid., :a result at variance with a previous-^- 
observation by ferhhoXs {Angew.''Chaa»t 1948, 604, 5S;
Ber*t 1951, 84, 110) that little or no absorption occurred, 
when bensene was' the .'solvent* h
. _ The present investigation was initiated after the 
©bserration of an anomalous oxidation of £-tolyl tri­
ms thoxyd iphenylme tfcyl sulphide by hydrogen peroxide in 
acetone or acetic acids .instead of the expected.sulphona, 
there was formed,&;6~dimethoxy-l;4~benzoquinQne (Kenyon 
and Mason/ J».Ch®m« 3oq», 1951,. 4564)* The same workers 
also prepared, by this method, the same quinone. from 
2 ;4:6-ti*imethoxydiph©nylmethanol arid also from £t4:6~trl- 
msthexybenzen© It was reported that a : careful search
for other oxidation products was fruitless,. ■
It.became of.interest.to examine' the reaction of . 
peracetic acid with other phenolic ethers for appreciation 
of the scope.of the general method and to clarify the 
orienting effect.of substituent groups,. In this study, 
a number of - alkyl- and h&logeno^substltuted phenolic 
ethers hare been prepared and their nuclear oxidation 
products isolated and examined.
13.
DISCmJSlCH.
Experimental llesults,
The compound0 used in this study of' the oxidative 
effect of peraoetio a oM were hydroxy-, alicyX-, axt& 
haiogeno-substituted aryl ethers.
■ Their reaction with the paraold permitted :the 
'classifioatlon of these substance's into one of three 
groups: (a), those which remained inert even after "
prolonged contact with high concentrations of per&oid; 
(h), those which underwent ring cleavage with the 
production of water-soluble products; and (c), those 
which yielded a significant proportion of. quinone or 
quinones* .
(a) Unreactive Compounda> ■
. &om% of ■ the compounds examined ("Table ,5)were 
quite.inert to peracetic sold even after a"month,s 
exposux*e to relatively high concentrations of the 
reagent; the fully•nuclear-brominated methyl ether 
of pyrogallol, and "^-bromo-veratrole, for example, '• 
were 'unchanged - the former after 14 days’ solution in 
peracetic, acid (50^) was quantitatively recovered.
(b) Bing Cleavage.
The majority of compounds which did not yield 
quinones underwent oxidation to water-soluble products
(Table 5}. ' The proportion of the material oxidised
and■the nature of the products wore dependent on the 
concentration of the - peraoid s ■•' some materialst phenols 
in particular, were converted into aliphatic hydroxylated 
oxidation products even by brief treatment with vary . 
dilute peraoid, . The methyl ether of m-oresoly for . 
instance., was completely destroyed in 1 - & hours by a '
0} solution of. tha perae id♦ Variation in the con­
centration .of the oxidissing .solution' always caused 
variation in the proportion of the material destroyed 
but in no case furnished quinones from materials which, 
under more stringent conditions, had yielded aliphatic 
products*
. The nature..of these aliphatic derivatives was, 
not examined in detail except in the case of 4-bromo-•
1 :$-dimsthoxybsazans fi.v*)* . . In the former instances, 
the peracetic acid solution was coloured brown and 
evaporation or repeated extraction>after neutralisation 
yielded pale yellow, water-soluble oils which could not 
be brominetad, nitrated, bertsoylabed or caused to undergo, 
any,of the reactions indicative of eromatloity* Crystall­
isation could not be initiated even under the most - • 
favourable.conditions, and attempted.distillation, under 
reduced nitrogen pressure, usually caused extensive 
decomposition.
The mother-liquer from the oxidation of 
4-broiuo-ls3-climethoxybex&ene was investigated more
■ ■ 15* - ..................
thoroughly« Sm&Ii amounts of oxalic acid and 
formaldehyde were.; shown., to-; bo present,- although-1' - V'; :-i; 
undoubtedly those-were but two out of a complex. > ; v
mixture.- of ., breakdown-products. ; , It is, of interest:" ‘ 
that Frless,..f J»: Amer^- Cherny  Soo . t■.-I953^  74, ‘'13053, - 
investigating/the.action of .perbensoic acid .• in-•'chloro­
form.solution : upon selected aromatic/ethers*"showed " 
that .-vers-brcle yielded dimethyl..muoonate ’which'could 
be formed by .nuclear mono- cleavage; ■ ; - - - ;
^ CS^OOC- (CH. *=0H J g-COOCHjj -
and.that under the same.conditions 1|£;5- and •
1 s 3 *5-trimethoxybensenes underwent.ring-oleavag© to 
give..small yields ©f ‘.two-carbon fragments of oxalic - 
acid. and its derivatives1 :■’
(o) ffltlnone 'Formation>
The Co* cunds which - furnished quinones never did 
so in high yiexd* . Oxidation and ©thar-group elimination 
reactions occurred which left the carboeylic ring intact 
but undoubtedly many different oxidation steps are 
-involved and would account for the low yields of the 
quinone* . '.
.,• fwq facts,' in'particular, stsnd out in the results 
obtained' in,this workx ...enly ^-^uineiias wore, isolated 
from any. ..of ...the. react ions investigated, and, .although 
some,quinones.were formed without group elimination, 
when, elimination. did occur tiio. displaced groups wore 
generally;®8thoxyl ; sna hydrogen| • &licjl,and halogen©- ■ 
groups were retained. - unless, of course, ring'-eleamge 
occurred*,,; fixe single exception toVthis,general behaviour 
was the loss of the-halogen whenI-br©mo-£;;4jg-tri- 
methcxybensene' underwent eonversion to %\S-dimsthoxy-I%4-' 
b e a z o g u i n o n e -,.
ftulaone ^ formation ' with. _ Broaina t fransfer *
; ■- V"Two'unusual, reactions. were enoountsrsd in the 
aeries of compounds which gave quinones*. 'fhe first, 
which initiated this- study,- was the oxidation of 
4-bromo-lj3-dimethoxybenzone, . Attar a few days, a- 
solution of this material in'acetic acid containing 
hydrogen;peroxide ' (30/4) deposited. a mixture of colour­
less and deep-red crystals* Separation'and analysis 
of these products identified them as follows % ■
With mere concentratei peraoid, and with sulphur 1$ 
a©14 present as a catalyst, only the quinone was
obtained,-whereas whan dilute peraeid was usedor {. . 
when am excess'of the ether was present, the dibromo- 
derivative alone could be .Isolated* Oxidation of 
the mono- fercmo-ether by nitric acid also yielded t'm 
dlbrcmx>-produoV{eiay)'together with soma water-soluble 
materials. .' it was demonstrated ■ that both products : 
of the original reaction were static to peracid in 
the concentration used and also that tie original 
monobromo-ethe?-immediately precipitated the ditromo- 
©ther - on treatment with free bromine * it would
thus appear, that when direct oxidation to tgninone 
takes place? -
occurs with liberation of free halogen, which 
Immediately reacts with, a second molecule of ether
o
some nuclear cleavage and fragmentation concurrently
and is removed from the solution
A £lffiUL&r aystdm to this was discovered, later with 
2 H-dltromo*!; S r§~tr i m  thoxybenzane j
CMe CMe :
Br r B r ^ ^ S r
*!e0 L^ -JJdMq ,. : , ■ ^ ’MeOk JjOM^
' Br
and also with.the .corresponding diehloro~derirativ@
qpuiaone Formation with Kuelear. Coupling,
' Tko second ’ reaction of interest i&tol¥#d the . 
oxidation of resorcinol dimethyl ethex**' In Tiew 
of ths:aboTs result* this was''expected'to react' as' ■ 
followss : : ■ -
CMe ft
; - ^  ■- ■
■ > . ' 1 1| CMe : 1 ' BCMe
E3
In fact, no reaction occurred at ell except with 
90;l hydrogen peroxide in the presence of sulphuric 
&c id, when 1 { 4-me thoxy-B; 5-quinonyl} -4-methoxy-£: 5« 
benzoqulnons was formedt
J)
MeC^r
A parallel result was obtained when the dibenzylexy 
ether of resorcinol was used:-
Botsi; friess (Tide -supraj found that with gerWngolo 
acid the dimethyl ether of resoreinol. gavs':f - 
- 2»k|'drox3r«S*£iot|iox3r«>Xf4*'be]izp^ uizu>zi9f '.
; - o
j v !) Hoi_j
OMe o
fkia nuclear coupling occurs probably, but mot ■ ' 
necessarily, by a free radicalmechanism., Unclear 
ebupXlug by a free radical mechanism occurs when v 
am ~o~H group- is capable of giving rise to "an -0* group 
ortho~ or para- - to ; tbs position of coupling; -this ■■ 
is due to ;the possibility of tbo "free radical being; 
stabilised by resonances ”
{Moor# and Waters#■ J» Ohem. Soe.,. 1954> £431 Baltsa 
and Tolbert, £^4*, 1955, 49, 13350). A free radical 
reaction might be catalysed by minute traces of metals 
of uaiTariaat .Talenco {Cu*% Fa**) and this might ;■ ' 
account for' the difference between the results herein
... . , ,  . e o ;  .
described. and-those"of-Frless, Additional, work is 
required to" ascertain whether coupling is a free 
radical reaction'and further^whether oxidation occurs 
first' and coupling later or conversely. ''.One' possible 
mechanism'is; '
"JpMe CMe
-^NS HO \ jfT^ S E mold's
 ». - ■-  ------------------— ;
OMe y  lOMe
- -■
OMe
‘Me
Three.ethers which had proved particularly sensitive 
to peracetic acid were submitted to the action of 
tart,-butyl hydroperoxide,- tert*-butyl peracetate and 
tart«-batyI -. perbenzoate. . neither X ;B :3 ~  and 1:2:4- 
trims thoxybenzenes nor 4-bromo-l:5-&lset2ioxybenz6ne 
reacted with•these paroxy-eomponnds, which are evidently 
less active than .peracetic acid, These reagents are 
less-reactive-towards.amines,, sulphides end olefins.-... 
than is hydrogen.peroxide:but it is, nevertheless, . 
somewhat surprising that no reaction occurred with ■ 
tert.-butyl peracetate, even, in the presence of - 
sulphuric acid. . .Reaction might occur if conditions 
were made more drastic, although then the peroxide: -
might preferentially undergo acid-catalysed decomposition
•   21 •
-iieaotlvlty and Structure^,.
r H I  the triMSthoxy-compouads examined reacted 
with psroxyacstia sold; the presence of ultra- or 
halogen substituents in the ring appears to- reduce.: 
this reactivity* ' Ihsm q u i m m s  ar# formed, the./ 
oxygen is' found at the position on the ring most ■ ; 
susceptible.to eieetrophllid .substitution, i.©*, at .■ - 
those' positions which are most activated by electron* 
releasing methoxyl* or methyl- groups and deactivated 
by nitre* or halogen groups*
Thus"it seems lik ilj that the reaction is initiated 
by electrophilic attack by the reagent (compare- the 
elestrophiile oxidation of•olefins, nitrogen and sulphur 
compounds .cited in the Introduction), i.e.,
CHg-C-CT + H
leading to substitution of a hydroxyl group at a" 
position eventually occupied by the 00 group* ' This 
Is particularly apparent .'in the work of Bender son and 
Boyd' (see Introduction) vhere the intermediate hydroxyl 
compounds were" sometimes Isolated* This- mechanism: is 
in accord with the conclusions reached by ffrless {q.v.)„
The-reactions'which occur.' subsequently''are here>; 
discussed' withrefer©nos to the groups Milch are!. 
displaced* as follows*:
The Displaced Groups»
A classification of the compounds which react 
with peroxyaoetie acid may to made.on the;basis'of 
the'nature of the :two. groups which suffer displacement 
at"the points of quinone formation* ' These are usually 
H— m m  i "a few are MeQ— OMe or H— II* One example ’
■appears to he Br— OHs*
H— 0 m : Dlaplacement* " -v' ■ ;
• Hydroxyl at ion; may occur jd- : 'h’-s&ethoxyl 'group
(wkichis subsequently l o s t g ; 9' " ‘ - ';fc y •
H+
Me L MMe
OMe
OH
Two possible mechanisms for this subsequent step 
suggest themselves*
X. 0— Me f ission
, . , •.. 25.^- /..- -■■■... ..... ..- -
the E ' of the hydroxyl; group' with both electrons fcaing 
lost .to'/the oxidising. sgsut,-V-
(*>
Me
-> 0 ■0 H
+
Me OH
Me-GO-O
In both (a) and (b) the quinone oxygen originates in 
the alhoxy groups If the methoxy group were replaced 
hr m  optlcally-aetive alkoxy group (-0E) .«#• the 
configuration'of the alcohol'produced on oxidation 
would bo" diagnostic'.of mechanism (a) ©r (b): if (a}#
optical l&Yorslon. and raoemisation of H would be ' 
observedj if (b), complete inversion would be expected.
B. fhe other possible mechanism is that proposed by.
"■' +
Jrless,; in which* assent tally*, eleetrophilie OH. 
replaces nucleophlllc •CISC*
MeO + H.+
24. '
1 ~re the configuration of ..the altoxjr. group remains' ■ 
unchanged and an - opt leally-actire group would retain 
its configuration*. ; Further, labelling tills group 
with/^0 would establish- the position of.-bond fission. 
Frless - and: his co-worters -assume tliat the initial' 
lijdroxjlation is;a slow (bimolecularJ reaction, and 
that the second stage Is - rapid . Tills -eould.be tested- 
by tbs. preparation 'of' FA* and measurement of . its. rate ; 
of oxidation - to quinone*. with peroxyacid *
Tli© seliam© outlined above allows for this if 
initial .bydroxyl&tion be assumed*- .The two 'alternatives 
are r;
. - . 25.
0 — -C, 1' 0 U jl £S Jpl® C s5£ii'oH'fc • '
nl ■ ■»» I «— ww«»«i»r »■» • ■—w in iipn>r>n>»>i<WMiM*wiii»«i»«nim ■n‘«w i> wn«M
The mechanism responsible for 1 bringing about ; '
this'displacement-Is not clear-* Recent work (Daries,
Hilton and Patai, Unpublished work) has indicated that
some phenols 'can be readily methylated with'methanol
and H* and also that'-they will exchange their'oxygen ,
13
with that in - 0, polylydroxy phenols being more v 
reactive than phenol itself , If the exchange • 0E. QE 
is possible them the - displacement reaction 'may well bet 
OMe - pH
OMe . : *■ : OMe
followed by. the reaction outlined shore*
React ions Involving ■ ffuel a ar ' Ruptur e »
' fhe tables show that those compounds which when 
treated with psroxyaeld, tend to' undergo nuclear, 
cleavage to water-soluble products, are.nearly always 
those which'might be'expected to give rise to quinones, 
i.e., compounds containing the electron-releasing methoxy- 
or alkyl- groups.,; Oorrespondingly, • compounds which 
contain the ds-aetlring nitro-" or halogeno- groups do 
not undergo ring rupture. At first sight, this might 
indicate that nuclear rupture involves oxidation at a " 
<|ulnone group, *-C*0, Although the evidence is scanty, 
a possible mechanism for this reaction would be . the 
analogue of that ?hich is accepted for the Baeyer-Yllllger
26. - -
oxidation of ketones* with peroxides forming as tars, 
{Haffler,::£he®. aev^;1949»..4S. 383), •.
A/
EO. 0-0r** ...•■■■*»#, v — v i a  _,w
& r \  / a o h
i  / . : V 4 '  :A,
/  \  /  \  
as m  „ „ hs ca
If i! I I ■ ■ y It
ho m  m  m  eg ohV/ \ / V/
C 0 :;   -.C
il H 1© © 0 •’■
■' 0 ■' 1 C 0
A  ^-©H O-CH/ \  / /
HO OH HO CH-CH EC CH=0
-> I I ----— *
BO CH BO 01 'Hr“ EG CH„
\  /  \  /  \  /  ^
0 0 0
I! I! !!
■ ■■© .4'44;.., 0 --4a:; -; . 0 \4£:fBIC.
la rnj otst, it has been shown /(Karrer and Sehnsi&er, 
Heir.- Chlm. M t m .» 194?, 30, 859)' that am oxygen hie® 
eaa: W :" iatroduoed into an o-^nlnons moleauis by means
of parbemxoie mi&t
C 0 ■
' - V
PEC0,H r  l] % 0
l *r i 2— » L 1! fe
Ho waver, experiment slowed that one ^rninone, at least, 
(E-bromo-S-methoxybariXOfninone} was stable to peracetic
ael&«-' A More likely therefore* is the
following:- which is hnown to apply in alkaline'Media 
(flaser, J» Auer. Chefa. Soo. p., 1.939 a. $1, SB1S and 
Zigehler* i M d f 1940,, 62* £866} t '
H2°g v ——
HO"
followed by the eehea&i outlined abore♦
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Peroxide in Aoatie Acid Solution.
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A solution of ttiis ether (ISg.) la acetic* sold 
(40 sis.) containing hydrogen peroxide (90^ t $ mis.) . 
and sulphuric acid (S drops) he came dark brown but 
deposited no crystals after several weeks. ' Dilution 
with water followed by distillation in a current of 
steam yielded volatile brownish-yellow crystals % ■ , after ' 
crystallisation from butanol these yielded■£:6-&lmethyl« 
X:4*benzog|ilnonot rosettes of golden-yellow rods (l*?g*) 
m*p. (Ho&ltiag and forel, Bar., 1885,' 18., £679' "
report m.p* )> Oxidising solutions less con- ..
centrated:than that cited yielded no fuinone.
Hedttottvs Aeetylation of -2 %S-Blffiethyibanzoquinone-- - 
to 1 »4-Blacetoxy-E:0-0inyathyibeiigane »
On reductIra aeetylatloa of the quiuona (I.Og*) ' 
by heating" with acetic anhydride ( 5 mis.)-and zinc 
dust (1 g.) la the presence of a few drops of pyridine ' 
there was readily obtained 1 t4~diaeeto:ty-g t6-&liasthyl- 
benzene (1.1 g*) which separates from light petroleum 
la thick glassy leaflets, sup*.92-93°,
Found: 0,65.1; H, 6.2. 0xbh14°4 re$uir63 °* S
H, 6.4$. ^
fhlss conYsnient procedure has been applied in seweral 
cases for the characterisation of new quinonesr in the' 
sequel'it is referred to briefly as "reductive aestylstiom**.
- ■ - ■ 35.; _
1 * « -
• 'To' a cooled. solution of %h& etber (6 g.) in m&Mm. 
acetic said. (25 isIs.) was added hydrogen peroxide ' . *
{90% : 4 sis,) and sulphuric acid (0 drops)s after keeping 
oreraight at 8° the solution.deposited orange plates ;
{2*4:g.).•"■'• 2&ea*,.' after erystallisation from' butanol, 
gars B-metboxy-S-sietiiyX-Ii4-bemzoguinoaegolden-yellow 
prismatic rodsf m.p. 175-1^0°.v' : ■
Foundr C, 63.5? ! II, 5.2. Cale »>or C ^ O g V  ’d/' 63.2;
B t' 5*3i*. ; > ' ■ ' :
luff , Perkin and Eobinson, X. Ohem. Soo.. 1910, 97, • 1127.
report M*p# 170^72°''{deeoi^ '*.) *-/ '
Re&uatire Acetylatloa- of 2^Methoxy^g-ffiethyl«»l s4«* ^ . . 
bengoquinone to 1;4-Blseetoxy-S-ma thoxy«»5«»:ES3t&ylbenzeae ♦
. By the procedure previously doscribed there"was 
obtained in ‘good yield 1 ?4-diacetoxy»2~:g& thoxy«»g-iBs thyl- 
ben zone., which separated from ethanol in long prismatic 
rods, .nup. .129-XS00 . :V ■ •. : .
Founds: -O j . 60.0; • B f 6.1. . 0i £ refuires; 0, 60.4;
H, ‘ ’ > ;
2 s5-PImethoxynaph thalone * ■
: A solution of this ether (m.p. 115°, 6 g.) .hydrogen 
peroxide (90^, 2.5 mis.) and sulphuric acid (6 drops) in 
acetic acid (eo^mls.) after 4 days deposited.2:3-diaethoxy- 
Isd^nspbthaqulnoas (2.6 g.), clusters of fine, golden-
yellow needles, m.p. 116-117°, after crystallisation
from ligroin.
H >
Found: Op 66.0; ■ Oale. for 0* 66.0j '
I* 4.6|J. '
Pieser (f. -Amr. 0&eau Sou.. 1928, SO, 431) gives : 
m*p. 115°.' ■ ’
m-D imatfaoxybenzene . .
Hydrogen peroxide (90$.~ 1 ml.) was added during 
one hour to a solution of ^ dimsthoxybenzane (F g.) in 
acetic acid {38 mis.}- at 10° sulphuric acid- (E drops) 
was then added. After three days at 5-10° the brown 
solution deposited yellow rods (0.0 g.), reerystallis at ion 
of which from dloxan fielded l{4-8&thQXj-2t5-qulnonyl)«4- 
.jnstfcoxy-E:5-benzoqainon»^gQld«n-fellow "sods, m.p. 1:31-032° 
(deoomp.j ^; -unchanged after sublimation (at 150 ) in a - 
high vacuum. ■• ■•. ■ ■ ■■■’■'• ; • ’ .-'-:
found: 0, '61.4; Hi 3.9* '•■. requires 61.3; -
H f: i"
In the absence of; sulphuric acid no product separated 
during three months-'although the solution became dar&.
Heduotive-■ Aoetylatlon of l(4-Methoxy-3?5-uulnonyl)-4- 
methoxy-E;S-beassoqulnoas to 4:4 *-dImetkoxy-E:5.2 *: 5 »- 
tatra-aeetoxy&lphenyl.
Xhe fuinone was heated with acetic anhydride and 
xine dust in the presence of a.few drops of pyridine;- 
the - resultant tetra-aoetoxy-dsrlvatlva separated from
37*.
ethanol in irregular .rhombs,a*p..187-137*.5°* ;
Founds; ■■C#.-59.3y; m,’ sa| M.W..393 (EastI* '
requires.Gt.59.2$.. .1, 5.0fS. H.W.446, ;.
Motes . several, repetitions of the above experiment,. 
using dioxaa as solvent, yielded, no quinons* - fhe'.ether 
was. recovered, after on# month,, completely. unchanged*
A suspension'of the'ether (s. p. 75°; Z g.) in
acetic acid' (35 mis.) together with hydrogen" peroxide ' 
(90/S; 0,75 mis.) and sulphuric aoid (S. drops) gave .
overnight a derk-red solution which deposited red crystals 
(0.4 g* ). .■ Eecry sb ell Is at ion from acetic acid and sub­
sequently from nitrobensene yielded (g-bangyloxy-5- 
.qulnonyl )-$ .g-beaxyloxy-1 s4-'bengoqulnonei ©range-yellow, • 
short prismatic rods. m.p. 258° (explosively). .
Found: C, 7S.9; B, 4.3. K.W.410 (fiast). S£gHla0g
requires 0,:. 73.2p ■ H t 4.SJS A *426♦ _
1;3-Dimethoxy-g-xiethylbenzeae:-{Proiabl dimethyl, ether)» 
■'■■-■A solution'of the'ether' (2g,) in acetic acid -;■
(15' mis *) to which hydrogen peroxide ' {90$;: 1 ml*). and 
sulphuric acid (2 drops) had been added became deep red 
after, several'days and deposited golden-yellow, fern-like 
plates (0,2 g,)» After'crystallisation'from eyelohexane 
these yielded yellow plates'(or. needles from a concentrated
i f
solution), m.p, 149-150.5°, of 2-methoxy-6-methyl«jf4- ' ' 
benzaquinone*, -
found: 0, 62.9
Heinrich and Eaehtingall, (Ber*,1903t 331 899) give m.p. 147°.
I; 3-ID 1 math oxy-4- a t h rib an?,a no »
A solution of the ether (2 g.) in acetic acid together
with hydrogen peroxide J9G^;'. 8 mis,) and sulphuric acid (3. drcps)
deposited -golden-yellow,, prismatic needlesJ0*5 g.) after a week.
Crystallisation from ethanol yielded g~ethyI-5-nathox;f~X ;4- , .
o
'borrsoqutnoaet golden-yellow prismatic noodles, 154-155 •
- - .. ‘ Q  ,,
Found: 0#- 65.2; H.; 6*0,'.' C^H^Og’require^ 65*0p -1* 6,1%, .
Beduotire Acstylfttlon. •
By r®ducti¥s sastylation this gulnone'yielded g-ethyl-5- 
te3thoxy*l:4*diacetoxybeazeae,'silky,: prismatic'needles from 
oyeiohssaas« -m.p*.. 11S-1150» ; -^Founds -62,5s;. m $ 6*5* :
^i'2pi6°s r®auir®*-'°*-.cr*9|. :
l:5-Biiuethoxyr »■> tti - i a l o n e ~ :- ' -' A.;.Av
 nil «i .n mi
Hydrogen peroxide, (90S'-*t: ml's.; > os .added dropwise to a 
cooled solution'.of "the"ether' (6 g.) in acetic acid -(60 mis,) 
containing.' sulphuric acid - (6 drops) . A  'After 5 days at-room | 
temperature 'the-solution "deposited orange needles■(1,5' g*)r ~ 
which, after recrystallisation from hutanol yielded £-metho%y~ 
l:4~n&phthaqulnan##'golden-yellow needles* m,p* 183-134°. 
founder- 0^ . 70*0$ B #:4*4.'_ Calc.; f o r - . 0, :70*gf B, 4.3JI. |
Fleser (J* tear. Chem*. &oo** 1926, ’48, 2952) gires sup* 183,5°, 
Seductive: aoetylahtca of.'the quisone.. yielded Xid-diaoahoxy-E- I 
methoxynaphthaleae,, rectangular .plates from, aqueous methanol or j
hemispherical pellets from eyclohsxans, m*p, 130.5-131.5 .,
FItsar, (loo, clt*} gives m.p*'129-ISO*®.
39.
p-P lmethe xybe n%ene.
(1) Hydrogen peroxide (90$$ 1 ml.) was added from
a mieroburette during So minutes to a cooled (5°) solution 
of. p-dimethoxybenzenei (B g.) in glacial acetic acid 
(20 mis.) containing concentrated sulphuric acid .(2 drops). 
After 2 'days at .room temperature there had separated 
yellow rods. (O.s g.)f m.p. over SGG° (deoomp.) which, 
after, recrystall tsation from.. acetic . acid , yielded- 2:5- ;; 
dimetboxy-l:4-benaoqulnoae as deep, golden-yellow,; fern­
like leaflets, m.p. 300° (decomp.) ♦;
(ii) A solution of the ether (5 g.) in acetic acid 
(§0 mis.} and hydrogen peroxide (30$; 25 mis.) deposited
during. 5. days.golden-yellow rods (1.5 g.) m.p. 500° 
(deoomp,) .of 2$5-dlmetb.oxy-l:4-bensKO'qulnone.
Found: Cf 56.9; K, 4.7. Calc. for Q^LqO^ 0,^57.2; '
II, 4.8$.
Anslow and Haistriok, (J. Chem. 3oo., 1939, 1450) give 
m.p. 303° whilst Priess et al. {JVAmar. Chem. -Soo».
1952,' 74,' 1805) give m.p. 220° which is therefore likely 
to be an error. ■ -■
deduction of 2:5-Dl^thoxy-l:4-benxoq.uinone to 1:4-D1- 
hydroxy-215-dlme thoxybenzene.
Xhe quinona (0.5 g.) was hasted under reflux with 
a solution of stannous chloride (2 g,j in ethanol (15 mis.) 
for 2 hours: the product of the reaction separated from
.40* -
acetic acid as prismatic rods, M.p. 171-172.5°, of . 
li4-dihydroxy-2s6-dimathox|'h#nxei3.e *v''
Found: ‘ 0, 'W.2; 5.9." ‘ Gale, for' '
M,''4 ; s $ * - ^ =
Moltzky "and leohberg (Ber., 1891, £3, 1217) give m.p. 166°;
- Schuler - (Arch. "Marm.. "1907. "245. 280) gives m.p. 170°.
1:4-Dlmotnoxy-S: 5-diaethylbengeno t (p-Xyloqulnoldimethyl 
ether). ■
/: ■ The: ether -(1*5’g *)'in acetio ■ aoid {25 mis .) containing 
hydrogen peroxide (i0$; 0*8 mis*} and sulphuric acid 
(% ' dropsJ .".'was ‘ kept' for a "week" and "the' result ing" hr own 
Solution''then diluted' with water. ' fhe precipitate (0.9 g. 
when' crystallised from light ’ petroleum,., ‘yieldedv 2; 5-di- 
methyl-l:4-h®axoquinone# bright golden 'rods, m.p. 125-13° 
alone and‘when mixed with an authentic specimen of' 
'£lxyloqulnone»
l-Methoxy-4-p-nitroh#B!SyloYybengeiie,» ..B.1B/- \ '
"k solution o f :the ether (0.75 g.) in acetic acid/'
(25 mis.} .containing hydrogen peroxide• (90$; 1*5 mis.) •
and sulphuric acid :(3 drops) after 48'hours yielded 
eiusiers-'of yellow'needles -(0*£5' g*}* ' fhese, after two 
recrystallisations'from acetic , acid, gate 2-methoxy-5-.p* . 
nltrobemsyloxy-1:4-henzdqulnone*" clusters of fine, yellow 
needles, m.p. 253-255° (deeoiap.).
Founds ’ O, 58.4; H, 4*3} If, .5*0* % 4% i V T requires .
8, 53.1; H,..5*8; . », 4.0$.
41.
1:2;S-frlmsthoxybenzene. .
A solution of the ether (I.a g.) hydrogen peroxide
(90$; 7 1.6 mis.) end sulphuric acid (1 drop) in acetic
acid (15 mis.) after 48 hours deposited 2;6-&iMatkGxy-
X$4~benz6quinone (0.15 g.)t rosettes of orange-yellow'; ■ 
0
rods, m.p. 252 (decamp.) alone or when mixed with the 
quinona obtained from the-Isomer io li3;5-trimethoxy-
benzene. :
1:3:5-fr lmetho xyb enzene»■
. By similar .'treatment this isomer {1.5 g.) yielded
the same .2 ;6-dimsth©xy-l j4-benzoquiaon@f orange-yellow
o -rods (0.3 g.) ■ m.p* 252 . (deoomp.) alone or when mixed - 
with the - qulnoae from I ; 2; 3-triaethoxybenzene . .
1 %2: 4-fri&s thoxybenzeae . .
' A solution of the ether [ 2 g .),■ hydrogen peroxide
(90$; ' 0.8'mis.t or. 30$» 2.5 mis.} and sulphuric acid
{2 drops); in acetic acid (8 mis.) ., after half an hour .
deposited orange crystals (O.S g.)| these, by crystallis
ation from acetic acid, yielded 2%5-dlmethoxy-1;4-benzo-
o
qulnons^orange prismatic rods,, m.p. 500 .*
Found; 0, 57.4; II, 4.8. ; C^EgO^ requires 0, 57.2; .
H, ;4.8$.
By reductive acetylatlon this quinone yielded 1:4- 
diac atoxy- 2 % 5-d i m  tho xyb enzene, glassy rhombs, m.p. : 
182.5 - 183.5°, alone or when mixed'with the specimen 
obtained by the reductive aoetylatlon of the quinone
o'otsinad from 1 ji-dliiatlioxybenzsne .
Fouixas 0, 55.5; H, 5.6. C, H „ 0  requires S, 53.7;
XU 10 7
H, 5.6#..: • : ■ ■ . :
X: E: 4 i 5-Tetra%ethoxybsi*gene .
'A solution of the" et^er-{D.S g*Jt "hydrogen peroxide 
Ciof|:-0,S sis.}* mi:- sulphuric' acid {X drop}.in' acetic ■’ 
acid (a mla.} after l$ iaiaut&9'.deposited' yellow ..platelets | 
of.'.%15-dimethoxy-l%4-beazogulsoae which, after *■
crystallisation from acetic eel I, had m.p. above' 500° ; 0 
'(deoomp*) ;,;fhis■fuinone was characterised by its : ■
reductive;aostylatioa product, which had nup. XSS.5-183,§° 
alone-©ai' wkeu mixed with a specimen of Ijd-dlacetoxy-..
£tS-dimethoxyb®nz®m"'(see. undor 1*3*#~frimotboxyhm z ® m } * •
; • • : ’ -/. •;• :
r ;. .)
4-Bromo-l:g-dimethoxybenzeno♦ ' v : j
(1) A solution of 4~brQmQ~l;3~di2astfcoxybenzi3na (5 g.)
in acetic 'acid . (00■'mis , J: and hydrogen.; peroxide {30/S;
40 mis.) after a wash at room temperature had deposited 
a^mlxture of colourless and.brightered crystals (3 g.; 
dibromo-compound £.0 g* + quinone 1.0 g. - see below) .
This mixture was; separated in: two ways p* ■ ' ’
(a) The fixture: (0*0 g.J was warmed with sodium hydroxide 
{SH; £5 ’m i s ). and the residual colourless crystals,. ;
{0.6 g.) m.p. .X4X~X4£°, removed by filtration. By re­
cry stall isation from ethanol they .yielded 4 16-dibromo- 
lt3^dlmethoxybenzene( needles,-m.p. X4£~145°f alone or 
when mixed with an authentic specimen prepared by the
.....  ■ 43.
bromination, of aisMtboxyr.soreiaol.
yound: 0, 22.7J B»:. 2.3 i, Br, 54.0. Calo. for
C J O r .  0, 32.5; H, 2.7; Br, 54.C$S.
Beilstela gives m.p. 142°.
|b) - The mixture : {1,5 g.) was 'extracted with boiling- 
eyelohexenev CSO; mis,); the ’ undiesolved B-bromo-S-methexy- 
1 14-benzoq.u1none separated from' benzene .In rosettes of . 
golden-yellow reds-.(0.5 g.)* sup* 190-191°* ,
P o u n d . . . H ,  2*5;. Br, 35.4. ; Q^B O^Br. reqalrss
'0, 38.7f. H f 2.3;- Br, 36*8^*
Reductive 'Aoetylatloa of 2-bromo~6-methoxy~l j4~beazoquinoae
' By the usual procedure'there.was-readily obtained la
i^ood yield1 B-broma-I s 4-dlaeatoxy-5-methexybeazene which ?!
o
separated;from ethanol;la prismatic rods, m.p. 136-137 . - 
Founds 0, 44*11 E, ,..4*1; ..Br, ...25.8* . O ^ H ^ O ^ B r  requires 
0, 43.0; ‘H r -3.7; . Br, ,B6*4^. "
Examination of the Mother liquor. ' - ■ -
, "'The' acetic -acid -- hydrogen peroxide f titrate-' from 
which-: the 3 g." of mixed crystals had been separated was 
diluted with four ‘.volumes of watsr^when a yellow emulsion 
was formed. . This:emulsion was extracted fire’'times with 
ether' {150 mls«$ 4?0L00'mis.} ■ end the'combined extracts - 
dried with'sodium sulphate, and-the solvent evaporated.
{fhe yellow aqueous-solution was evaporated'at 30° under, 
reduced pressure hut left no residue}*
44.
The residue from the ethereal’ extract was mixed v 
wit.lL water'which caused the separation of t' M | 1 o m  ' ' 
precipitate *©£ bright-yellow crystals (1.3 g*J.:> these 
were separated by fractional crystallisation from ethanol 
into 4:6-dibromo-1:3-dimcthoxybenzsne . (0.6 g .) m.pV X40-
Q 
143 .;and.S-feromQ-S-aothoxybenzoqalnene (0*5 g.) m.p. 190-, 
192°«
the brown aqueous solution was extracted with chloro­
form and the extract dried and evaporated; ■. the residual 
pungent* sternutatory'oil"was dissolved in-ether and the 
solution extracted with sodium hydroxide {3H: >30 mis.}. . ' 
fh# alh&line extract was' astdif led {M Jzffl) - and again.' - 
extracted with other; .this yielded a light-brown oil of 
■pleasant, odour (B.4 g*}* ;;. ■ ^  ' v ■
This'-oil ’ was soluble in water, dilute acid and. 
allcali and could ' not be ' distilled '..without' decomposition j 
it reacted with .potassium'permanganate with violence; 
it yielded, no. broiao- or nitre-derivative nor would it : ' 
form a crystalline pisrate. .It was- faintly acid to - 
litmus and gave posit ire reactions for' the presence of 
bromine and formaldehyde;(resorcinol test).; [A portion,.; 
of the oil (X g.) was heated on a sbeam-bath for e hours - 
with' ^ -toluidlns (B g»), and the reaction'product-*:;after 
treatment'with dilute hydrochloric acid, recrystallised . 
twice' from acetic acid. A few milligrams' of crystals ■•,• ■
45. - -
ware obtained which had m.p. either alone or. ' '
mixed, with 0xal-di-jM>o.Xu£dIda *
; ’ Thus ■ the' original' 4-broma~l:S-dimat'hoxybensaae ' ;:
(5‘g .} yielded 4;6-d ibromo-1:3-d imethoxybenzene (2.6 g.), 
3-bromo-.5-methoxf-X.j4-hen2o4uinone -(1.3 g.) and 'small'' " 
■amounts of: oxalic' a.cid, ■ formaldehyde - and' probably:other "" 
water-soluble ■products.',: parallel results were obtained 
in a .second experiment* :.-, ^
(ii) A. ■ solution■ of ' 4-bromo-l;5-dimethoxybensane { § :g .) ■ 
in ace tie. acid (30 mis ♦} • containing-hydrogen - peroxide ”: •
{90#;;' 6 mis.) ;and sulphuric'acid (10 drops): deposited - 
I-broniO-5-methoxy-li-4-beasofuinon# (4g.) which, after • ■ 
crystallisationv from;. benzenef had m.p * ■ 190-191° alone or 
when mixed with the specimen from (i)(b) * ■a :*
(iii)A solution of 4-bromo-lj3-dimethoxybensene;(7.5 g.)
in acetic mold-{to mis.) and hydrogen peroxide($0$; ; 60:mla) 
began' to deposit crystals after,.05 hours. - - The crystals 
were removed after 93 hours and subsequent' crops of . ■ . 
crystals were removed 'at intervals and separated, into - 
their components by method (ij(a). ■ fhe results are 
shown in fable 4. ;./■;■
: 46 # 
Tabled.
" fisi0 - :1i
: (hrsj : j
■Total---
Crystals
U*) ■ ;
jPibremo-
| Is.)
%alaoD» •• 
tfcy dlff.)
■ $  Pibromo- in :
mixed crystals
1 9 3  I tax } T'
J r 1 ' ' "
:' V  ,
: ■- - ■ ■ :
\ Xll . | 0.£7 j ' J 0.5S
i . .- .• •
■ v- . .i v.,.63
1 is5v;v"| . 1 0 .5S t ' 0.35t, c.cx ■ " 97
1S£ |' | 0.64
{' 0.41 [ 0.43 49
f • •- 1
183• - ' • 5I • i : | C.1S
0.33 - j . 53 
\
■ ■: !' 
' - v«# fi -;■• - ■-,= '• \v:e.4£; ' * u .19 - ■ •'-■f ■ ' 0.23 :I --v-v:..- - ;
i
'Totals ■ [i £.43 * 1.43 ' ■ :
| . ■ ■■am-. "/.
Bromine Balance.
initial contains ■--. * 2.50 .s# bromine
final dibroB0»c©Mpouad .contains;' 0-.75 ■w - ' ■ - ;---7:;
final"-^uisoiia'■■ r '' contains--*.:' ~ ■ §.40 - — -■■■I;* v •-
^ ■ X.1S’:g* tropins
Btmatain^ ia dilated'’solution^-'. 1.35 g. broiaine.
^fhis deposited onljr a trace of., the & ihromo-eoispo und, . 
m.p. 14B .* .
Hence It would appear that.- some two-thirds. of. the:\ 
original compound is converted into water-soluble -' 
eonpounds and b q m®..50$ of the hromina also.- -
fiv) This 'experiment''was devised t© maintain an excess 
of the 4-hromo-l.j3-flliaethoxj,teasene throughout its course.
A solution of.'the'ether.. |4*5 g*) in acetic acid 56"Mis*} - 
and hydrogen:peroxide':(3C^;' 2 mis.} was prepared and 
additional hydrogen peroxide was added -at;intervals «\ ■ .
20 Mia *: was, added, "during ' 300. hours at irregular int srvals.
The crystals, {1.7 g*} war#.: separated - from- the dark-brown " 
solution, and; reerys tall ised- one#: from ©thanel'when,they : 
had m.p* 142.’alone .or.; whan nixed with an; authantid^.:''
apaoiiiaa ;:of , .l;5-dibroiiiO-4ii-Iimathoxybamsano. . - lo; . 
qaiwn© .could b# isolated -during -this sxperAgent.
Kon-Intar^ooavartit 11 ity of 4:6-Bibromo-l; 3-d tir ethoxy* 
bengane and - S-3r oiGO-5-mathoxy~I;4-bensoguinoae«
-A solution of m % % ie. aald {60 ml#*) and. hydrogen 
peroxide ■ 130#;..'■■'40 mis,) was prepared and to-two'; separate - 
10 /mlV":portions was,added (a} 0 *05 g* of the dibromo- 
derivative -and; (b) 0*05 g* -Of. the quihons*- v After;'-.-.' 
keeping "Several months (a)';"yielded ' quantitatively un- 
ohaaged-materialy"'..(h) a.'trad'e ..of vquiaone. had'dissolved
hut was otn^rwis# unchanged *'^
" On :the'other hand* when to the mother -liquor from - 
(hJ was added 3- drops at the original 4-bromo-l;3- 
dimethoxyhenzene#-..colourless needles of -the dlbromo-l:3* 
dimethoxybaa&aaa separated after; only 40 hours * ooilt 
would thus appear that the dlbromo«ether and the .mono- . 
bromo-quinone are not interconvertible under the''.conditions 
of ^ the original, oxidation, procedure*
. .... .... .... 43* -
Action of Hltrto Acid on 4 B^rQ^ o*l»S-»^ la^ tlioxyl?en2eiis»y 
^Kitrie aali '{5 was aadsd_to:a':soiiitloa of' "
the ether (3 g.) in glacial aastio acid (10 mis»):. an 
immediate reaction occurred r©suiting in a green solution'' 
from which water; -precipitated a greenish solid. Thi» 
a eparat e d. from, ethanol ■• in colour lass' needle a {1*7 g.). : •.
and; after .• further crystallisation' from the ; same solvent
■ o
yielded 4 :©-&lbromo-1:3-dim© thoxybenzenef m.p.' 139 *
alone-or whan mixed with an authentic specimen. ■ ■,■..,
4~Chlor6~l: 3-3 imcthoxyb suaenc A .
A solution of the other (S.:g*},'in acetic acid 
oontaiaiag hydrogen ;peroxide ■: {1*2 mis.; - 90^J' anda 
sulphuric acid {3 drops) became'brown but deposited no ‘’ 
crystals durIng a w m & . ■ Dilut ion' with water-, yielded 
a buff ...precipitate (0,*.fS g.), which, after crystallisation 
fr om ■ butanol f- ‘ gave; g~ehloro~S-m3thexy-i s4*benzoQ.utnoaet - 
m e t  ©rd-y allow*■ ferh-liie- neadlesf m.p. 174°. " ' 
foundr; ■ 0,, 49*2;. E,v 3.0; :; ai*V20,9*' • 0 ^ 0  CaJrh^uirea';
0., 4a.a;.:':.::a.t: 2,.9| <a# .v;:.;;,:
Eeduetive Acetylation* ' \
this .^ quinone, hy' the usual .procedure,'yielded ,
1 ; 4~d 1 ao e t oxy-2~a hloro- 3-methox ybenzene *' ’wh lch» af t er .
two'' crystallisations' from m thanol,' formed rhombs, a.p,
o ■ .x m  .  ■■
format C, 31.5; M, 4*3; 01, 13.8. °xiHii°501
requires 0t 51.1; Ef 4.23; 01, 13.7 pi.
x-Bro mo- 315—d iM 4-msthyXb@n£ahe .
■: A  s oluti on -of: - this - other : {0 #§ - g #} In acetic ae id. ■/.
(6.0 mis,} containing hydrogen peroxide (o,75 mis.; ■ 90^)
and sulphuric. a c i d (3 drops), after, standing overnight 
deposited;yellow needles {0.25 g*)j by dilution, with 
water a further quantity (0.3 g.) separated*. 
Crystallisation from methanol gave -x-bromo-S-iae thyI-5- a :
»1 %d-franSotulnoE#» - golden-yellow noodlesf m.p,
o
150-lil
foundi : O, 41.51 .■ E, ■ 3.1; Br, 34,1. p  0( 
0, 41.6; B, 3.1;- Brf 34,
requires
t#! * w7& »
EsduetIt s .AcetylatIon♦
By the usual procedure, this 
2 15-6 lacetoxy-3«asthoxy-x«brorTOPoluans 'Which separated 
bhaaol in glassy, hexagonal plates, m.p. .153-134* 
t  0, 45.7;.. S,- 4.4; : Br,- M-.9. roqulrss
0, 45.4; H, .4.11 Br,. m$£
Bfd-Bibromo-l j 3 s 5-tr imethoxyben sons.. -•• —     ------------- - --- * aMfiifc   —“*—  “
- :A solution of this ether (B g .), hydrogen peroxide 
{90^; 3 mis.} and sulphuric as Id. (5 drops) in acetic-
acid (50 mis,) after a w m k  was transferred to a vacuum 
desiccator containing soda-limc. Y fh# crystalline 
residue was washed with water, dried and extracted with 
warm cyeiohaxane . Ivapor at ion of the combined extracts
(0.6 g.) sli^itly contaminate
with the orange quinoaes the . latter was removed.'by
50.
extraction with warm sodium hydroxide * : Crystallisation
of the "residua from light petroleum yielded IsSsS-tribromo-
©
£:4s0-tris#thoxybe&x#no {0.4 g,J, silky rods, m.p. 140-141
alone or. when mixe a; with ■ an ■ autheat lo. spec limn . The . -
insoluble residue (from, theeyelohexans extraction)f
recryetaillsed' from ■ ligroin-, (b .p. 100-120°) , yielded.
2«6-ditrom0-3$$-dlz&ethoxy-l$4-.l>ease<iui2zome| bright reddish-
.'orange plates - or ..prismatic rods from a concentrated ■
o
solution-- (0.4 g.}, m«p« 175-177 . , .;
Hoffmann- (Bar#f -1873,. IX, 531) and Will {ibid, 1838, £1, 
009) giTC m-.p.-175°*
founds. 0, £9.5; H, 1*9; Br, 49.0. Calc. for 0Jf^O^Br^ 
0, £9.8; H, £.1;' lr, 49»GJ(« ;/
.l-Bromo-2 * 4:5-t.rtmethoxfb euaeno *: \ *. .
- A-solution of the- ether {£.5 g.) hydrogen peroxide- 
(90^; - ■ 1*2 mis.) and sulphurle acid, (Z drops) in acetic 
acid {15 mis.)-after sareral hours deposited crystals 
( M  g.) which, aft«r crystallisation from nitrobenzene, 
yielded’£:5-dime thoxy-is4-bemz0quim©ne, golden■blades,
'sup. ©Ysr 500°.
founds 0, 57.5; ' E, 4.7. Calc, for O ^ 0O4 0, 57.2;
H, 4.8|§. ; . -
It was further characterised as its reductioa-aoetylation 
product, m.p. 183-134° alone or when mixed with the 
analogous product obtained from the unbrominated 1;£;4- 
trimethoxyfeetts&ne*
■.. The filtrate, f r o m which the. EsS-dimsthoxy-ls4-- ., 
bemso^minona had been: removed , depos ited. £-bro®o~5-ssthoxy-, 
Xsi-benzociuinoae ©m; dilution' with:water; ; this, after ,.. 
recrystallisation from butanol, weighed 0*4 g. and had 
m.p. .189-191° alone;' or when mixed' with: a specimen;-obtained 
fr © m 21 4-d imathoxy-l-bromob ensene.
£~Br o iso-I:3 :5-trlm ethoxybeagena.
- A solution of' the ether {E.5 g.) hydrogen peroxide. 
(90$; 0*9 ®Xs.) and sulphuric acid (3- drops} in acetic
acid (£5 mis.) after'four days deposited yellow needles ' 
(O.S-'g*) which, after re cry st a 11 i sa 11 on from propanol, 
yielded 3-tromo-£i6-di^tlioxy-l;4-b#nxofuinome, long," 
yellow needlts,' m.p.; XiS-lit0*;, ; IsYens (3V Arner. Ohesu .
Soc,, 1986, 48, 737) gives m.p* 148°,
Found: C, 29.8} H, £.8; Br, 32.1. Calo. for CeH?C43r
C, 58,9; . H, 8X9; Br, SZ.SSS. ■
gs 4-P iehloro-1:3 1 S*trimcthoxybengcnc.» ■
V A solution of the ether (£ g.), hydrogen peroxide 
(90/1; £ mis.) and sulphuric acid {5 drops) in acetic "
acid (25 mis.) after a week deposited a mixture of colour­
less and golden-yellow’crystale (1.5 g.). Srtraetion 
of the mixture with boiling, light petroleum {b.p. 40-60°} 
left behind'the yellow’crystals% these, after crystallisa­
tion froia’ligroia yielded 2s6-dichloro-5;5-dimethoxy-l;4- 
benzoqttinona, golden-yellow rods, sup. 149-158°. v;> 
founds 0, 41.0| H, £.7; 81, £9.1. Calo. for- SgH^o^plg
S2.
G, 40.5? E, 2.3; Cl,
Qraebs ani Hess (Annalea. 1908, 540# 240) give m.p.
151-158®. V'-M ;v-
extracts were washed with warm sodium
with water t v; after m  end con­
centration the solution deposited colourless crystals ; 
J0*§ These,■ after reeryatalliaat ion from .-.light '
patrol sum y 1 elded 1 s 3 % 5-tr ichloro-E s4 16 -ir  im tfcbxyfceaaeas,
(b) Vm m esssful Oxidat tom
The" following Table'{fable 5); mumsrates: the ethers '
' from which significant: amount a of ' ^uinon# : could: mot bo ,;
: Isolated at ter' prolonged treatment with hydrogen peroxide 
in glao ial moeb io ' ao id: together' with ■ a ■ small amount,; of 
sui|torie.:meid'. ■ - '>■'”■ \ ■
 ^/  Xm omos t m  oxitlxiag mMinm %mm& bromish'd; 
bub" ©m the/ addition of water the ether was. recovered 
almost quantitatively,; ami with unchanged molting point. 
In the tow cases wher# a depression of the melt img point 
ty. a f@w.:.iegroas was'bbsarToi a aiagl® reorystallisation 
was sufficient to raise it to tha original value.
'.The reaction occasionally was vigorous. la some 
suoh" eases the fuimomo could them be isolated by using 
' dilute hydrogen par oxide, or by adding the hydrogen v 
.peroxide slowly to the cooled reaction mixture. Kora 
usually, however, oxidation to water-soluble products 
occurred up to the limit when conditions wore so mild :-'
: that .mo reaction took place. ^
V " .  ■
' fable 5 V
.Ethers from which Qtiixionas were mot obtained"
■-' it “■'■ ■
g o | ■■ " Ether
j wt • jHOAo | -
z j%^4 I €&serration .• '
! 1 
:l jg. ! IB! * ml *
Cono 4
| drops days
X "methoxyhenzsne.' 
.mathoxybenzsne
1 1.0 i 14.0 
1 1.0 14.0{ , 1
8*0
2,0
m  - 
m
j 2 
! 2
■ .60
3-hrs
[ Unchanged ■ 
P latsr-sol*
2 1:2~d imethoxybenzen* ./: 
1tS d^imethoxybenzsne ;
I 2.0115.0 
I 2.0] 5.0j ]
0.8
,0.5
90
90/
I 21
j 2
i ■
7
: *
\ 80# recovery 
* 75# recovery
I
3 l-hydroxy-4-- 
;i&sthexybenzene
1 1.5-15.0 
! 1.0-80.0
1 “
■ 1*0
20,0
90
30
j i
! 0i
! •
£•8 brs^ K&texvsoX..;... .
IB f ater-soX *i -
4 1-hydroxy-®*-': 
'matfc^ xybeazene ■
! o .uU d .o 
j u.sieo.o
i ■
0.3 
£0.0
90 
• 30
!
] X "
1 0-
.
3-hrs
14
Water*seX*
jXO# recovery
8 jl-broitio*#-' 
;..JmethQzybenzene;*j
* • !
! i.oiso.0
]
1 i
1*0 90./! i
]v.
13
f
! Unchanged
f ■
I
312-hromo*l :4*
. jdlfflsthexybsnzene- j ' - . ■ - - - - ■
2.0] 12.0 
| 2.0125.0
] '■ i 1
2.0
10.0-
90
30 1 1 ' ! oi.. .
■ *
SX
i
I Partly later 
j SolmbXe
7 j x»bresio«X; 2-dimeth-
ioxy-4-mathylbexLzana :
i - ; . •
j g.GjlO.0 
j 2.0j 5.0
x.a
X.5
90
90
i i
i 21 ,
14
80
j 0nobanged
Ii -:. ; /'
8 \ l*br oi&o~4-metho xy*. 
■• 12*methylbenzeneI" •':■•■ . -.■ -
j 5.0 85.0 
j 3.0; 15.0
£8.0
S.0
80
90
I o17 JLS
30
30
f.WaebmEged 
]Uncbanged
| . j' ■ i ■ -
9! 4-br omo-l-me t b o  xy* 
v i.s?*altrohsnzsne ,
1 3 .oj 40.0
! ’■ ■ I - [ 1 '
2.0
■-
90 i ’ 3i
I ■!
21
,
1 j
[ Unchanged ■
■I t1! i
10 j i *£ s3*tribr©mo*4t516 ’ 
I «ir ixBethoxybeazene
1 1.0! 1.5
1 : ! -j ;■ • 1 I "-:; ,
1.0
-
m > j Bj ' 14
1. \ 
1 Unchanged 1
1 !* ■ ■ ■ ■ : ■  :
IX j X~ehl©ro-4*m#thoxy- : 
j£-mathylb enzena
l i.o| 20*0 
! !
! 2.0
'
90 | 2
l .
11
I
j Unchanged .!
IS I 2-ChXoro-X ♦.4-«-'.: ■ ■ 
|41s»tfeo*jbeaze»,;
i 0.5 10.0
I !
1.0 !90 ] 2r
! ‘
32 [Unchanged|
l3j S-chXoro-S-methoxy* - 
IX: 3*dimethylbeazene
1
j 3,©j 30.0
1 !
1.01
!
90 1 2
1
40
i-;
! Unchanged >, ■-
1 : "T .......
141X*ehloro*£*&eihoxy* ,
|3*phenylbenzene
1 '. " ■
I 2.oS 30.0
f i! _■!•■■■
1.0 ! * 90
j
j: 3
1J
] 60 j Unchanged
i
i .
131 l:2-dimetho:iy*4* . [ X.oi 15.0 X.0 90• 1 2 305
! - -
f.Unehanged
nitrobenzene
.. .................
. ‘ ■ 55. 
■fable 5{C ( ......
Mo. - =■ Sther"
Wb.IEOAoj
|
, H*0g;
tooaa
h 2^4( 
f j
! dropss
perlSI
1
...M • |. «.. ml .! ' "aays:^ 1 ' '
IB 1:3-dimethoxy-4~ ' 0.5j-£0.0
■11" ■ r 
x.o j 90
! T 
I 2 : I 25 .
£ H 1 .
1 Oachanged
’.nitrobenzene*' itI
.. j-
j
il
17 l-matho^-4- ; 5.oi?5,0 £5*0.1 50 90 j H&eba&gea.. .
■ . . mathylbaaxeme 2.0(10.0- *■ S ■ •' fc 1.0 1* 1 90 1 2 65 j 90/1 racoTarj
IB"' X—iftstho xy *»£* S.0|75*G £5.0 30 .I 2 65 i 95/ rvQQTzrj
,,. methylbenze&e 1.0I15.0 2.0- | 90 ! ■' 2I ' - 3 0 -■ j 75/ racoTery
19 t~meth0zy*-S~ 3.0110*0 2.0! 90 .
i
2. . . 5 .: \ l\rater»soX., >
mathylbeazene ■ 5.0j 75.0
• ?
£5.0!* 50 01 IE | Water^sol.: ■
8G £-auethoxy-/ls4* 5.0! 75.0 25.0 50 ■! B ' ’IS | "Water*-sol.'
dimethyltenzena 5.0|75.01 20.0 1 50
j 0 f ] Water-aoX.*
£1 4-methoxy-ls.E- 2.ol 75*0
3
30*0. j 30 i 2 ■ ■ ] Water-soX*
dijaethyihenzeiie; < 1,0 S100 £8*0 30 j E 10 .1 90/ recovery
ZZ Xs4-dimathoxy*E~ ./ 
\,&etfcylb enzene .
4.0 j 15.0
1 -
X.5 1
j
1
90 I 2i
) ■
u j 22$ recovery
1f
85 1 :3*^imethoxy--£-j»~ 2*o! 15.0
|
; 1.5 90 ! 1 B ) 0ncaaage5. ; .
nitrobsnzyloxyb&azene t • ! - , | !
!m  4;4f«dimothexy~ X.5U5.0 1.0 j 90 ! 1 65 j 96/ recovery|. diphenyl ether .«. i •■■..* -f ■ V ■ i\ ii\
85 £-methoxy-X:3- ■- | 5 .0! IS .0 2.0 1 90 1' 3 3X ■j Uacli&xiged■ d Xaethylb e&ze ne j • ■ . i ■.' ■ ' . ji- 1 f;
85 l*methoxy~4<» '■-] 3 .5; 100 3 .0 1 90
■ i .
j e 34 • j 0BChaQged
s1
■.- phenylbeazene. .:■ -. . ~ ' j
!'■
■:. -. 1 \ ..
127 ls4-dlpbemxy* • | 3.5;100 2.0 1 90 J 2 54 ! Unchanged
/....benzene..- : ] 2.0] 20” | ”: 2.01 90 i 2 m
| Unchangedj . : / v ; ’ ' ' : . j
128 Z% V-dimathosy*; " ■ i 2.0! 75 2.01 90 1 2 2 tea. j Water*jo1»
j .; napHttolea# . 1.0; 75... i 20 .0 !•? i SO ! 2s X4 j 80J& recovery
29 IjS-dimathozy* ■ | 2.0! 70 30.0 ! 30 S 2 XX | Water-soX...
! 'naphthalene ■ !} . ■ 1 2,01100 10.0 iI 30 ! 25
£0 j Unchanged
! 30 .U-iiethoxy-X s$» ■ | 
dimebhylbenzeae -v j
15.0j 40
i1
5.0 ]
!1
90 ; ! 2 
]
10 j Unchanged
|
1
131 x*-teom0-5*meth0xy~-\ .[ l.o! 20 1.0 j 90 ‘| 2 £4 j 90j$'recovery
1: S^dimethylbexiaeixe ] 1.0) 15 1.0 i1 90
pj £#i 40 j trace tri-Br
;3E 1s ,4-d iisebhoxy • | 1.0; 10 1.0 i 90 j x 14 j Unchanged
naphthalene j
1
1
1 ; j
i iI
|33 l-matlioxy-a- ! 1.01 25 1.0 ! 90 ! 2 | 24 i Unchanged
» « » , * « » »  j .. (, ■ I - ■4i
. , ■ -i ‘ 1
1
1
i
!
i
i \1
= ~ ?
♦j . .
56.
Motes on. fa b le  5 . /
1. In the cases of methoxybeazene,. £~br0m©-l:4- • • 
dlmethoxybenxene and 1; 5-d.iaethoxynaphtli&ien© a/. . \ J 
number.of Internetlate concentrations of oxidising 
solution, between those cited, were triad.*. ( In ovary .. 
case a mixture of water-soluble material ant unchanged 
other .was obtained, the amount/of the latter decreasing 
with increasing hydrogen -peroxide.concentration*
2m' Oxidation of l ;£-&iaethoxybenzene'and msthoxy- 
hsn.zene was also attempted in dioxan solution in 
place of acetic acid* --■flic results .were very-similar ■ 
to.those cited for-acetic acid*
3, ■ Unchanged* implies a recovery.of over 98/
of the ether. ■ *water*.s©l implies that'the solution, 
after reaction for. the-’at if ulated period* could be ; 
diluted with ten times its.-own volume of"water without 
clouding or giving a preoipibats*
Jlbbe®pt@d Oxidations
57.
WBtm Tart Peroxides.
■ ; flae following oxidations ware attempted using 
tart .-butyl perseetataf parbonzoata and hydroperoxide*.
Is sack case unchanged atber was recovered 'quantitatively, 
Tbs solTent used was glacial acetic acid (10 mis.) vitb ■
tli# .exception of tbs. last experiment i s  wiiialr dloxaa^ ;
(10 r!ils.} ;was• 'i2ded* • "'"■
■ ■- Table 5
'" Attempted Oxidatibsg.tTaiag Tert«-Butyl''I>eroxiaaav
.It ber 
;■ (X ■«.)
Peroxide
(I *•}■:■'
IM j m A {Period
,- Z - 4 | • ; - v . V /
(drops) ((days):
11£ 14~tr lmetnox|«
jbenzene ;
!
lists $-tr ij&ethoxy*
jbs&ztss-
jilts S~tr Imetbox j* 
‘benzene .
4-bromo~l:5- 
dlme t&axybaaaam
i-bromo-l tS~ 
d imai&oxyb s&xea*
4-bromo-l :3- 
dImetftQxybe&zen#
t-butyl j Ilona
hydroperoxide 11 .0
t-butyl ’ ; Hon#
hydroperoxide! 1.0
j
t-tmbyl I Hone 
peracetate j 1.0
. ' - ■: - i
t~tmiyl .' : jHo&a.
hydroperoxide] 1*0
i
t~butyl j Hon#
per&cetate j1.0 ■
I
t~bmiyl ' jlon# 
bydropsroxide |
14
■14'
■•■'•8
IE
IE.
■ § 
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PAYMENTS TO EXAMINERS
Vm —HIGHER DEGREE EXAMINATIONS
(1) Masters’ Degrees (excluding M.S. and M.D.S.), Ph.D., D.Mus.
For all examinations for Masters’ Degrees (except the M.S. and M.D.S.) pro rata fees are payable 
as set out below, but the total fees payable for any number o f candidates up to four examined together 
is limited to £50 per examination with a further £10 for every candidate in excess o f four examined at 
the same time, unless the Senate have laid down by Regulation a set form o f examination which involves 
a greater expense.
Setting Papers
For each paper set (fee divisible between the Examiners taking part)
[M.Sc. History and Philosophy o f Science—Part I : ,  A  fixed fee o f £30 is divisible 
between the External Examiners for their work in setting papers]
Mathematics (including Mathematical Statistics) .. ..
For transcribing the whole or the major part o f a paper into an Oriental script for 
reproduction by photography .. .. . .  . . . .
For modification o f a paper for Overseas . . ...................................  ..
Papers in connection w ith Practical Examinations: see Practical Examinations below.
Marking Scripts
For each o f two markings or readings, for each script (£25 per 100) • . 5 0
A t the D.Mus. Examination payment for three markings is allowed.
Oral Examinations (and Practical Tests at M .A .)*
Master’s Degree Examinations: " 1
Per candidate (maximum fee £7 10s. Od. per day) . . .  . .  .. . .  ..
I f  mo~e than one Internal Examiner acts in  addition to the External Examiner,
£2 10s. Od. per candidate is divisible among the Internal Examiners.
Ph.D. Degree Examinations:
To each o f two Examiners and to a third i f  called upon by the Principal, or to each 
o f three Examiners appointed from more than one Faculty, per candidate 
(maximum fee £7 10s. Od. per day) . .  . . . . .. .. .. 2 10 0
I f  three Examiners are appointed from the same Faculty to act in  the first instance, 
the following fees w ill be payable:—
Internal Examinations.—A fee o f £5 per candidate shared equally between 
three teachers, or a fee o f £2 10s. Od. per candidate to the Examiner external to the.
University and a fee o f £2 10s. Od. per candidate shared equally between two teachers. •
External Examinations.^—A fee o f £2 10s. Od. per candidate to each Examiner,'
0 provided that the appointment o f the three Examiners has been specifically T- ' 
approved by the External Council after consideration o f a special report , o f the 
appropriate Board o f Studies.
Practical Examinations (and Oral Examinations at D.Mus.)
For each practical paper set (fee divisible between the Examiners taking part) .. 6 0 0
For attendance (including marking o f candidates’ work):—
Whole day ..  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  •• •• • * 6 0 0
Half-day ..  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  .. . .  . .  3 10 0
I f  oral examinations for the Intermediate Examination in Music, B.Mus. and D.Mus.
Examinations are held consecutively on the same day, payment w ill be made 
for the whole time for which Examiners are present, and not for separate 
periods for each examination.
I f  an External or Staff Examiner resides outside the University radius o f 30 miles 
his attendance, i f  required for a single examination period only on any day,
. „ is to be reckoned as attendance for a day.
* For M.Sc. Degree in Geophysics see under M.Sc. Geophysics.
2 10 0
...
£ s. d.
6 0 0
8 0 0
1 1 0 
10 0
I f  three Examiners read a Thesis or Dissertation in the first instance, the fee for 
two Examiners is divisible between them.
Ph.D. Degree Examinations:
For examination o f a thesis, to each o f two Examiners and to a third i f  called 
upon by the Principal, or to each o f three Examiners appointed from 
more than one Faculty.. .. .. . .  .. . .  . .  .'. 6 0 0
I f  Examiner is candidate’s Supervisor . .  .. .. '.  5 0 0
I f  three Examiners are appointed from the same Faculty to act in the first 
instance, the following fees w ill be payable:—
Internal Examinations.—A  fee o f £4 to each o f three teachers, including 
the Supervisor, or a fee o f £6 to the Examiner external to the University and 
half the prescribed fee to each o f two teachers [£2 10s. Od. to the Supervisor 
and £3 to the other teacher].
External Examinations —A  fee o f £6 to each Examiner, provided that 
the appointment o f the three Examiners has been specifically approved by the
■ External Council after consideration o f a special report o f the appropriate 
Board o f Studies.
No fee shall be payable to a Teacher o f the University for reading and reporting 
on a Thesis or Dissertation submitted in the jo in t names o f the candidate and 
himself.
For re-reading a thesis or dissertation submitted for a Ph.D. Examination and re­
submitted for a Master’s Examination or for re-reading a thesis or dissertation 
re-presented in  connection w ith further tests in oral, written or practical 
examinations, the fees payable are half the fees prescribed for the first reading.
For re-reading a thesis or dissertation submitted in a revised form, the fees payable 
are as fo r the first reading.
Problem (at Mathematics) (fee divisible between the Examiners taking part) 8 0 0
Musical Exercise (D.Mus.) (fee divisible between the Examiners taking part) .. 12 0 0
M.5'er-G'e6>/9/iy'1s/Gis’,-to-cover_reading ihe^dLssertation, examination o f course-work and 
attendance at oral examination, per candidate, to each o f two Examiners .. 02 10 ~
Special ad hoc Qualifying Examination—fee per candidate (fee divisible between the
Examiners taking part) .. .. . . . .  . .  .......................... 5 5 0
Chairmen's Fees
LL.M . .. .... .... ... . . .  ... .:. ... .. 6 0 0
M.Th. .. .............................................................  .. .. .. 6 0 0
M.Sc. History and Philosophy o f Science .. .. . .  . . . . . 10 0 0
External M .A . and M.Sc. Mathematics . . . .  .. ...................................... 15 0 0
M .A . English: December examination ..  . .  .......................... .. 5 0 0
May examination ..........................  . .  .......................... 8 0 0
Meetings
To each Fxternal or Staff Examiner, for attendance at each Meeting i f  summoned
by the University . .  . .  .. . .  .. 2 10 0
Maximum fee £7 10s. Od. per day
No fee i f  held concurrently with a Practical Examination
Minimum Fee to ad lo:, Staff or External Examiner ..  . .  . .  . . . . 6 0 0
* For M.Sc. Degree in Geophysics see under M.Sc. Geophysics.
(2) D.D., D.Lit., LL.D , D.Sc., D.Sc.(Eng.), D.Sc.(Econ.)
To each Examiner who acts, inclusive fee, per candidate , .  .......................... 12 12 0
Travelling Expenses
For each occasion on which an Examiner is required by the University to travel a distance o f 
more than 30 miles from his usual residence for Practical Examinations, Oral Examinations, or 
Examiners’ Meetings, he may claim for journeys actually performed first-class return railway fare, 
together with the following allowances:—
For necessary absence from home not involving a night:
For a period o f 5-10 consecutive hours, 5s. 6d.
For a period o f more than 10 consecutive hours, 12s. Od.
For a necessary period o f absence up to 24 hours involving a night away from home, 
£1 17s. 6d.
For journeys to or from Berwick or Carlisle or stations in Scotland or Northern Ireland, an 
allowance o f £1 per journey, in  addition to the subsistence allowance o f £1 17s. 6d.
J. HOOD PHILLIPS
February 1957 Secretary to the Senate
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lt5-31msthoxyb-eagei*e (EoaorolnoX Dimethyl It her ], ■ . -
■ ■ Eesorainol- (£0.4 g.) in- aqueous' sodium hydroxide : 
solution (163 mis, of XOff)' m a  mixed with dimethyl, ■ 
sulphate (4$.6 g.| SS'mls.) and vigorously shaken for 
15 minutes, - during whichthe violet' solution he earns '. 
yellow-brown and warm and'the lower layer of ..the; :
dimethyl,.sulphate was replaced by an upper oily layer. '
■ .Bw upper , layer was separated after o m  hour ; ; 
and the lower layer extracted.with ether {M x 50 mis.}, 
the ethereal extract was combined with the oil, washed 
with sodium hydroxide solution'(50 mis* of 1©^} and: water • 
(t x 50 mis.}, and dried with sodium sulphate. ;v.
.Eemoval of the ether yielded" a light-brown, 
pleasant-smelling' oil.(If JL -g ., 75^). fractionation
of the oil at, 15. m*B.;.gava a colourless oil, h»p» £15 / 
700 m.s.* m.p."-43°., .■
’ q. ' o
Eeilbroa reports fe.p. £10*5 — <&17*7 , sup* —52 .
1 1 g-l> tmathoxybenzene ( Veratrola } « ■.
fhe same quantities and technique were used as ■ 
quoted for. Itg-dla&thoxybenzene. ’■
....  ^ ...:: ■ O
fke yield was 65^, and the distilled oil, b.p* £05 , 
crystallised, after several days, giving long needles, 
m*p... £0.5°.
.SO •
Be Hate in. reports b.p. BOS ~ :£07°f m«p«.19 - £0° A--' 
or 22.5%
I ; ibensyloxybeii&eiie«.'
'Eesoreinel (IE g*}> potassiumhydroxide (11.5 g.) 
and beaxyl ohlorid# (55 g.) were heated’ under reflux in ’ 
ethanol (175 mis.} for "5 hour#. Water was added to .
dissolr# the precipitated potassium chloride end the ’ 
product was'.extracted with ether.- fh#.ethereal extract 
was washed with potassium hydroxide solution . (3X: with 
10ft, and with water and dried over.calcium chloride.
After eraporatlug'the ether, the product was 
crystallised from methanol,' yielding pimh platelets .
(20.5 g.) m.p. 75°* Heilbroa gives m*p* 76°.
Isd-Blmethoxybengene t^ulnol■diethyl, ether) and>
l^Hydroxyw4«>iiPthoxyheiixea# (Quinol anoaomethyl ether). .
. . (Sobinson and Smith, J. Chen. Soe». 1926. 393).
$uinol (110- g.) in aqueous sodium, hydroxlds solution
{100 g. in 700 mis. of water}., contained la a hydrogen*-
'filled flash, was cooled to 11° and rigorously shaken
after -the addition of neutral - dimethyl sulphate (120 mis.).
fha mixture became warm and after fir# minutes was cooled
and the dimethyl ether filtered off,(33. g.) m.p.560'*
o
Beilstdln.9;.j5f 643, gives-s.p. 55 .. .
61. ■ ...
=■ The filtrate was acidified with hydrochloric 
acid and ‘the mixture cooled to 8° for on© hour, when 
the monomathyl ether was extracted with ether and washed
with ice-watery.' .Eemdtal of the ether gars the monomethyl
.ether fSOg. - m*p, 41-45°), as colourless loaflata which
. 0
wars recrystalllsed from waterr,m..p* 51-52 . • Esllhron
©
reports sup*.53 *. ;
li3-l)i'ffisthoxy-5-3nsthylbeazene.'' -(orelaol 'dliasthyl 'Other)'. - 
■ ' ' (Ludwinowaky and f&mbor, Bsr.# 1906, 39, 4039). - 
; Or duel- {50 g*)vin potassium hydroxide'-'solution :
{48 g.’ in 125 mis. of water)- was mixed'with dimethyl 
sulphate : (?8 mis.) and - rigorously shaken* ' Considerable 
heat was dereloped and 'an oil.-separated $ the mixture was 
heated for half-an-hour on a steam-bath. . 'The cooled 
Mixture was extracted' with ether, the ethereal.layer / 
was washed with..sodium hydroxide - solution {51} and with- 
water, and-dried* - The l*3-diiadthoxy-S-aasthylbenz©ne 
distilled :'et 228-230° {SO g.) as a colourless oil. 
Lu&wln&wskyand Tmbor g i w  b.p. 244°. 
£-Me thoxy-1;3-dtea thylbenzeae {Dimethyl aniaole). 
2:5-2ylea-l-ol was methylated in the usual way with 
dimwthyl sulphate, and yielded B-methoxy-ltS-dimathyl-
  0
benzene as a colourless oil, b ,p« .184-187 . 
Heilbron glres b.p« 182-183°.
It 5~Mmsthoxy^-ethylbengena . ^
phenol was prepared by the met ho a of t Skxavtp 
and Bchm, (Ber*# liB@# 5£, .10135* it was than methylated 
with dimethyl sulphate* :- ;fha ether: was obtained,:&a' a ,
liquid, b.p. £36-£S3O/760 n.m., or i!0°/10 m.a.
SJaramp end Bohm, (Ibid),: report b.p. Il3°/13 a.a.
1 ~?5ethoxy ~ g~phemoxy bease us {awBsthoxy&lpheBylathar 5 and 
l*y^thoxy«4"»phaiM3^yhensene (|H.m^taoiydiphenyiethorl^ . i 
(lea and Eobinson, J. 0h®?% wOO#> 1926,. 4l2)V:v’-;
. A mixture of. to-mathoayphanol (15.5 g*'j# ■ brombbenzoae 
{15.5 §.}#;;potaaainm.hydro^ld# {e.B g.) and copper bromx#
(0.1 g.), was heated under reflux for 2d hour a in anoil- 
hath at 240 ^  ^
’Ifca "product maisolated by sbesm~dist illation,' the 
excess' of ■hr omob'cutcns. be lug collected fir at« A benxenc 
extract of the st#am-distiilat@ was washed with sodium 
hydroxide.solution (31). end water.,' and than dried., with- - 
sodium sulphate* -' ' Distillation yielded an oil (13 g.) 
b.p. 175;/20 m.m.# M 7 Q/ ? m  m,m. : fieiibron giwes b.p* -. 
503°/76G. m.m* and lea and Robinson,. loo.cit. b.p., 175°/20mja.
" ■fha-'aboy#1;preparation was repeated using
jg^maihoxyphenol instead of the m-derivative, and yielded 
l-aethoxy-4-pheno2ybensano (15 g.), as a colourlesa oil 
b.p. 'l8S°/3t m.ii.f: which' crystallised at" »10° but melted 
at room temperature." lea and Robinson''loe.oit* report
- .. ■- 63.
' ' 0 ’
b.p.'Xi3-l§5 /14 m .m .. ;,,
1;4-3?Imethoiy-g: g-dla& thylbsasssnar. {p-Xjloquinoi 4imet&yl
ether...' ■; ‘ \ . "■
A- solution' of p-xylogutnon# (13*1 g.) and stanxious 
chloride (4 g.}: in ethanol (55 mis.: of 96#) was heated 
' imier ref lux for ■ 30 minutes. The product' was ‘ poured into 
a : mixture. of crushed ice and hydrochloric ac id * the . 
crystals (14 g.) which, separated were reoryst&llised from 
water, glYiag 1. :4-dihydroxy-2 15-dime thylbenzenc,. colourless 
leaflets, m.p. E16-£l?°, Eetlbron reports a*p.. 817°,
: "'; .' Mathyl&t ion ■ was eff ected In th# usual way with ' ; 
dimethyl" sulphate and the crude product was crystallised 
from ethanol, yielding colourless'needles of ls4-dimsthoxy- 
£sS-diiaethylhensenef m.p. 95°. Hellbron reports m.p. 90°.
1:g-Dimsthoxy-g-p-aitrobcngyloxybenzena. .
.Eri^Bisethoxyphenol (7.5 g.; m.p. 35°J, ■ j-nltrobeazyl-
bromide (11.5 g.) and sodium hydrogen carbonate (6.5 g.) 
were heated under reflux in' ethanolie solution (containing 
sufficient water * to attain complete solution}''for., one-hour. 
The cooled solution was.diluted with,water and' the 
''precipitate filtered off and re crystallised from, methanol 
(100 ©Is.), yielding yellow ;rhombs'(12.5 g.) m.p. 81*88°. 
Three further r ec r y s t all is at ion s from methanol gay# :
1:3-dtmethexy-B-p-aitroheazyloxyhensene,'m .p. .82-83°# as 
llght-ysllow rhombs. Founds.. Ift 4.75. ^lg%3®5®;:
requires M, 4.34^.
1 13-Dtim%hfl-5-mst hoxyb enze?ie .(5s S-lylen-l-olmethyl ether)» 
:; 3?5-Xylea-l~ol (ex. B.B.H.) was methylated ...in. the 
usual way with dimethyl sulphate. After washing the 
ethereal extracts with: ^ hali aai ;:then , with water it was . 
distilled and gars 1 %3-diiaet hyl-5-me thoxyb©nze ne as a 
colourless oil, b.p. .198~£60°*/,,vBeilbraa reports^ b*:p*19$0*.
4x4 * -P lmsthoxyd iphenylether. ;
. '($Xlm&nn9 Annalen, 1305,::332, 385. ■ v
Mixture ■ of ^ -methoxypheiiol': (15 g.)f g-bromoanisole.:• 
(16 'g.},\potassium-hydroxide (6,2 g.) and copper bronze ' 
{0.X g.J was heated under reflux for £j hours at^iao0 ;■ 
(oil-bath), ‘ •'The excess ©f j-bromoanisole was removed by 
steam-iist illation and the residue cooled in. ice fhs : ■ 
non-Yolatlle ’ solid was extracted with ethanol for - two hours 
in a Boxhlat apparatus mud ' gay# ■ 4| 4 *-dimethoxyd iphsnylether ■
(a g,}, m.p. loi-ies0.
l-Methoxy-4-p-aito?benzyloxybehzegQ , :;
(p-nitrobenzyloxyfnleole)»
v:-- A solution of £-ms thoxyphenol (2,5 g,*}*&nXirob&nzfX
bromide {4.5 g.) end "sodium hydrogen carbonate. {8.5. g.) 
in'ethanol (50 mis.’ of 96#) and water (18 mis.) was heated 
aader reflux for 1| hours. - After filtration and cooling, 
the solution deposited long,'light-yellow rods of ■
l-m#thoxy-4-p-nitrob©nzyl©xybea%eise (3.4 g.) which, .after . 
reerystalXlsatloa from ethanol, had m.p. 90.5-91.5°• '
found? 8, 64.8; H, 5.0; 1, 6.12. : require*
0, 64.91 S f 5.02; H, 6.8#,
63. I
' ‘ : I
1i&»Bintathoxy*4»aathyl&enzena. ; j
■\ (Jerkin-and >.el%man* - J* Chera* Soo,t 1.900, 89, 1049), 
4~£ethyl catechol (£5 g*} and dimethyl "sulphate ■
{55 g*; 4S mis,), were dissolved In methanol and cooled - ;| 
to -5° * iot&sstum hydroxide ' {%2 g* 5 * la ;water,.(TO mis.}
was added and the mixture shaken for 50 minutes at-5°. "'ji
It was than slowly warmed ant finally heated for half an ■. 1j
hour on a steam-bath» After cooling* the two-layers .wars
■ " \ ' ■"" ' • ■ ■ ji
.separated ;./.fh# lower aqueous, -layer was extracted;with . ;|
ether and the extract -combined,with, the upper l a y e r . , !|' 
fhis ethereal solution was .washed .with,. aodium hydroxide ■ ,=; j
solution and with water *: dr led; with sod iam sulphate land. .. Ij.
distilled! it yielded;l:2-dim#thoxy-4-mothylttnten#,-.;; :\ jj
(Sl'.g*) as a colour lass oil* fe*p* .119-320° {psrkin;v;and / - ji
: Q . i
Wslsasan* lDO»oit«» report tup* 21$ ) * ■ |
' ■ .- ' ... ■': | 
l~Bromo*4^aQthoxy->a-»met!iylt m  gene. !
. ' ■ A...solution of m-ofstyl methyl ether (TO g.i;'and; jj
M-tromosuccinlmids (45 g*} ■ in carton tetrachloride (150 mis* j .jj ■
was heated on a ©tosm-bath for-IS hours*. ' fhe precipitated j;
succinimide was filtered off and washed with carbon j
tetrachloridef":the washings feeing added to the- filtrate* ./ . j!
fhc extracts were/washed '■three...',time& with Iff-sodium ; j|
hydroxide solution, and once with water, and finally dried
o m r  sodlum; .sulphate * .. ... j
■ " . ■'■ : : . ■ : '•■":■'■ - p
- Distillation' yielded a main .fraction," fe*p*V:TO-B4°/5 m*m*.p 
iledistillation gars'l*bro3ao»4«methoxy^HBistliylteazene (33 g.)#|j
v';- vv-1'': - ~ • ' J
-------- -    — r .i  aim u n n uji a WH urm fm i; llKtf ‘
$$* "■-.fi
q «  • *  ' ■
b.p., 84-85 /I 232-235 /760 ffi.ffi.; ; V !i
n
Bnn-Eoi,.: {Annalsa/. 1344,, 566, 1}, reports b.p. 232-235 *
x-Bromo-S:5-d Ima thoxy-l-msthylb en^ene. ‘
. A solution'of oroiuol dimethyl 'ether {25 g*j 'and v "■ 
-^bronsosttc^ iaiiBide:' (20 g*) in‘carbon tetrachloride';;.'.;
(150 .mLs*] >was- heated for. 10 hoars on a boiling water-batfc.. 
fke .liberated' suceiaimide .was .filtered, -off and washed j
with; carbon tetrachloride."... . fh©,ooigbin#d washings and ; . ;j
filtrate.wore extracted; three ; times with IS-sodium h$ Iroxide j| 
solution,;..' one cl with water - and dried; with sodium sulphate. 
Distillation' yielded a main fraction;(16 g*) b.p* 112-120°/
21 m.m.,: which was' rsorystalllsad twice from methanol;and j 
yielded " X«*broiso-*3S'5-4'lsatliox2r-l-mcthjrlbaazeat' as colourless, .'!
; ■- n , n ’ - T|- lr“ :" 1 ■'■■";....... r" “ ... ■..... — «-tt-...— -v: t ■■ r r h i ,rr":i i -,rr . j
f ern-lita needles,. m*p* 43-50°*' ; fomul % _ 0, 46,5; • H, 4.?; '':j 
Br, -O^H^O^Br requires 0, 4S»B| M, 4*8j; Br, M.6JI* H
2-Bromo-ls 4-d lma thcxybcnaeme »' ~ ;j
■ w . -,r ■ . . - • j
(Baa-Hoi* tonaltn,' 1344, £56, 1) • ■ ■
7 A  solution of j£-dimetkoxyben,£ene {SO g.) and ■ ij
M^bromosuccinijaM© {SO g*) in carbon tetrachloride (125.mis,)::i
was heated for,. 12 hours oa":a &fceam-b&th* : Xhs: liberated - ;:j
suooiniiaide/ vask filtered off, and cashed, with carbon tetra- \
chloride. y ' ThB combined extract 'and--filtrate was washed- ;j
■ j
three times with 2M-sodiua hydroxide solution anhonc© .. • 
with water*. After- drying the solution with sodium sulphate," ,j 
the product', was distilled aaiga?# two main fractions, ' .
{1} b.p. 76-110°/3 rn.rn., and (ti) b.p. Xll-lia°/3 aum.. i
■ 67* -
fraction (11) was redistilled and gave B-bromo-lsA- 
dtmttloxyben&en# m  m  oil (20 g.) b.p. 111-112'/3 m.m., 
249°/750 m.m* ■<
Baa-Hoi (ioa.oit,! reports b.p. 252-258° and Be11stein, 
j§, 851, reports b.p. 262-265°.'
A ~ 0 h l o r 15-4 ime thoxybsnxsa© ♦
A solution of 4-okloro-li3-4ibydr oxybenzens 
(14.15 g.; ex. B.B.H.) In sodium hydroxide (80 mis. of 
10#} was shaken with, dimethyl sulphate (25.B g.; 19 mis.}
for 80 Minutes. the resultant oil was extracted with 
ether and the 'ethereal extract washed with sodium hydroxide 
solution (2 x 80 mis. of 10$) and water. fha extract 
was dried and distilled, under' reduced pressure, and • 
g a w  '4-chlorb-l 15-41 m  thoayb enxsiie as a colour less oil, 
b.p. £SS°/760 num., .
found j - 0, 61.2; H, 5.7; . 01, 22.2. ;- 8 ^ 0 ^ 0 1  requires 
8, 61.3; : H,,5.7*.;; 81, 22.7#. : ;
4-Bromo-l t'g-dimcthoxybenzeae. (Breao-diae thoxyresore inol)» 
Method fa}. '
4ABroia3»i'?5-diaethoxybeases® was prepared yin tbs 
following series of reactions which call for no special 
comment. The resorcyllo acid was prepared by tna method 
given in ^Organic Syntheses4’, Collective Volume II - Blatt.
a #  bromo-etker was prepared from th# ether by 
direct bro&ination, using M-bromosuoetmimide, {of’.'- 
preparation of B-bremo-lH-dimsihorybensene), by the 
method^Buu-lot (Armalen. 1944., 556, ?, Ohem» Abs«l?6&»
40♦ ■ 4669)« the product from either reaction is a.. : |j
colourless liquid, b*p* 140*14&°/£Q rn.su, which slowly.'..; j|
crystallines Into .long'needles melting at about room :
m  ■ v; - v ■ *. ' - ■.- ;■
temperature..3uu~£oi, f Idea.; loo.elt.) describes 4-brom- -j; 
IsS-dlissthoxybensene as crystals or liquid, b;p; X5S/1590/ i 
50 ®»m* ■ :.! ;|
1; g 15-frimethoxybenisans. . (Pyro^ailol trImsthyl - other)-« •' j
- -A-', mixture of pyrogallol'■ {£5«£ g.)f iimet&yl. sulphate \
f$5 sis.}/.and sodium hydroxide: {S50 mis. of 10$.solution) j
under && atmosphere of nitrogen was rigorously shaken for j
50 minutes while being cooled in cold water. ■ the dark !i
'mixture was filtered and'yielded yellowish needles, which I
were rscrystalll&ed from ethmol, girlng rhombic crystals 
{14 g . )  sup. 46-4?°. ' ;" Beilstein reports sup. 47°.
. #9 •
- • ■
l:g'}4*Tgimsthoxybe*izcrc. ''
s2*4~Triaost< c { m  g., ex Battersea ,
Polytechnic) In methanol (75 mis.} .together with dimethyl
sulphate (35 mis.) was heated to reflux til aqueous 
potassium hydroxide; f$S g. in 12$ mis* of water J slowly 
added during two hours* The solution was cooled, the
Beilstein "feports h*p*. 247 *
I-Br omo-B ; 3 ? 5«»tr Imethoxybenxene »..
This compound was prepared .hy the bromlnation of 
X$£$4~trimcthoxyM&2eno;aeoording to the method of
yabinyi and Bz®ki (Ber*,/. 191€> 43, 2$78), The product, 
reerystalliscd from ethanol,.consisted of long, colourless 
needles, m*p* 53.5-54°* Eellbroa gives m*p* 54.5°.
f-Bromo-l 13: S-tr timthmyh e n m m  *
A solution of 1 i3 15»trimsthoxybenzcno (8 *4:g •}
0
in nestle sold (40 mis.) was cooled to 5 and treated . 
with a solution..of bromine (8 g.) ...in acetic acid, (10 mis.) 
.also at 5°. , After- SO minutes, the reaction mixture-was . '.
filtered and the product reerystalllsed from ethanol, 
yielding 2-hromo-ls3s5-trimethoxyben2eaef colourless; .
platelets, m.p. 96°. Bellsteln.;(j&9 1X04) reports-m.p. 99°.
oily layer removed'had washed: with SB^sodlum'hydroxide
solution and then distilled under reduced pressure.a ; 
The "product" was- a colourless oil* b.p. £43 /730 m.m. ■
■70 •
S-g 4-Blbro iQ~l t S; 5~tr tsaethoxybssxens»
' si©tobrozfio£l0ri%atiT6 jfiie supra}" (1 *6 g • J
- ■; ;• /' - •: ■ v •. ; ■■■'--• O
. in acetic'; acid (10 sals •)' was' cooled .to' 5 ■ , and fcromins 
(E.f> g.) inf acetic'acid (IS mis..; also at 6°) a^ded 
slowly* ' After 30 minutes, the crystals were remold 
and reorystsilised twice from ethanol. Yielding £*4- 
ditromo-1 g3; S-triaathoaQrhenzene. as' colourless needles, 
m*p. 13B°* " Beilstein (0* 1104} ’ reports m.p* ..13t~l33°,-,
1 g g; 4 i fcramethoxyfrenaena, v';
:■ £gS^.imatJao%|tan20quinonst::;.pr#pmrad hj oxidation 
of :1:4-diaethoxyfcemzeme • (£•▼•). was reduced' with stannous 
'chloride "(sea ■ under ' the preparation. of I s4-dimethoxy..g«5» 
dimathylhenzens) to lgi*dihfdroiy-£i3-4iissthoXftansanet ■- 
which was than m thylated'with dimethyl sulphate*; ^
&ecrystallisation from ethanol g&re 1 g£;4iB-tat^msthoxy- 
hsiizsiiS, fine colourless needles, a.p, 10£°,
Hailhron reports m*p* 103°* ' ' '
ls'3~ " and Z %g-B 1 metlioxynaghthalenes »
; fhtse others were - prepared by the method of 
Perkin and Wsizaaa.- (3V Chem. ..oo,. 1906, - 09, 1649}...:
. (of * the preparation of- lgE-dimeth0Xf*^^tt^®ft-4^jsieth7l- 
benzene) by the sssthylatioa of napht hora soro inol and 
S:SUdih7droxynaphthalene'respectlTely«
1:g^Bimathoxynaphthalen#: - colourless crystals, m.p*. ..107° • 
Foundx 0, 76.4; H, 6.33. ^i2% E Gn C, *76.6; '
H, 6.4$*
fl.
21a-Olmethoxyaaphthalsns: : colourless noodles from ■ 
ligrotn, m.p. 115°* . :Heilbrozi..reports m.p. 116.5°,.
B;i”MohIoro~l 13; g^trtmethoxybenzene ,'
Ifrlorogiacl&oX trime'thyl ether'(8.4 g.) in
acetic-acid (50 mis*}'was treated with the chlorine' 
eyolTsd from potassium .permanganate; {6.3 g.) and excess 
of hydrochloric aoid,, - The. yellowish crystalline' product 
wee..washed .with sodium hydroxide solution (511) and water 
and reerystallised from m-butanol.
■ t%4*1)Ichloro-1ig*5~trimethoxybenzene (6 g.) was obtained 
m  glistening, colourless,plates f m.p, 155°.
Found;: ■ ■ C# 45.4; /H, 4.1; 01, £9.7*..... -;
■requires C,:: 45.6;.-H, 4*2| 01, 30,0$,'
